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Danny Ford resigns as head football coach
from staff reports
Danny Ford has resigned as head
football coach, effective immediately according to a letter to Athletic Director Bobby Robinson.
In his letter, dated Jan. 18, Ford
stated, "I shall cooperate and participate with Clemson in the responses to the NCAA investigation. 1 deny any wrongdoing on my
part, and I am confident that an
impartial review ofthe facts will so
prove."
Ford's resignation comes after
the University received a letter of
inquiry from the NCAA earlier this
month containing alleged violations
of 14 rules by the athletic department.
According to the 15-page inquiry from the NCAA, the University was cited for the following
violations: five counts of distributing cash payments, 14 counts of
illegal recruiting contacts, nine
counts of illegal transportation, six
gifts or meals, exceeding the financial aid limit for a student athlete,
and unauthorized use of an airline
ticket.
The report also stated that "on at
least two occasions during the fall

of 1985, a student athlete received
and distributed cash payments,
which ranged from between $50
and $150 to selected members of
the University's intercollegiate
football team."
In his letter, Ford stated, "my
years at Clemson have been wonderful years. I am proud of the
support by students, alumni, IPTAY members and fans. I am proud
ofthe record of our football teams,
and the accomplishments during
the time I have been here. I wish
Clemson continued success."
Ford came to the University in
1977 from Virginia Tech. He became head coach in Dec. 1978.
Before his resignation, Ford was
the fourth winningest active coach
in the nation on a percentage (8627-4). He was the only coach in
ACC history with over a 70 percent
winning percentage. All 10 years
as head coach at Clemson, his teams
have had winning regular season
records. The Tiger football team
has won 80 percent of its games
over the last three years and has
been in the Top 20 for 34 straight
polls.
In accepting the resignation,
Athletic Director Bobby Robinson

Danny Ford
former head coach
said, "Coach Ford's accomplishments as head football coach are
appreciated by me and thousands of
Clemson supporters, but we have
honest differences of opinion on
certain basic aspects of the football
program. A separation under any
terms would be difficult. An amicable parting is certainly less painful for all involved. That is why we
felt it in the University's best interest to agree to a fair settlement under
the terms of Coach Ford's contract,
and bring the matter to a close.
Under the terms of the settlement, Ford will receive $190,000
per year for the next three years. In

NCAA investigation finds 37 violations
by S. Dean Lollis
news editor
The University has until
March to respond alleged violations of 14 rules by the
University's athletic department.
This announcement came on
Jan. 5 following a preliminary
investigation by the NCAA enforcement staff.
The NCAA's investigation
which began on Aug. 22, 1989,
found 37 violations of 14 rules
such as cash payments to players and violation of recruiting
rules from 1984 to 1988. The
University is required to respond
in writing to the NCAA regarding these allegations by Mar. 12.
"Clemson University takes
these allegations very seriously,
and we will immediately begin
working on our response to the
NCAA regarding them," said
Max Lennon, university president.
The University was placed
on probation by the NCAA in
1982 for 70 violations that happened between 1976-77 and
1981-82.
David Berst, NCAA assistant executive director for enforcement, was quoted in The
Greenville News as saying that
the sanctions in 1982 probably
will be a factor in assessing
possible penalties when the
NCAA reviews the current allegations in April.

According to the 15-page inquiry from the NCAA, the university has committed the following
violations: five counts of distributing cash payments, 14 counts of
illegal recruiting contacts, nine
counts of illegal transportation, six
gifts or meals, exceeding the financial aid limit for a student athlete,
and unauthorized use of an airline
ticket.
According to the NCAA report,
"on at least two occasions during
the fall of 1985, a student athlete
received and distributed cash payments, which ranged from between
$50 and $150 to selected members
of the University's intercollegiate
football team."
Also, an unnamed person gave a
student-athlete an undisclosed
amount of cash for his own personal use intheathlete'shotel room
in Shreveport, La.
A report in The Greenville News
stated that at least six coaches are
alleged — on 13 occasions from
Nov. 1984 to Sept. 1987 —to have
visited prospects, violating NCAA
rules.
Tony Rice, quarterback at Notre
Dame, told The Associated Press
that Clemson had broken NCAA
rules in their recruitment of him, by
exceeding the number of visits allowed to talk to a recruit.
The NCAA allows schools to
make three official visits to a
recruit's high school and three visits outside high school.
"They didn't offer me any kind

of money or anything," Rice said.
"It was just the visits, my talking
to them a lot — that broke the rule
right there."
The NCAA inquiry also states
that a member of the University' s
Bengal Babes, the all-female
group which serves as hostesses
for recruits, allegedly gave a recruit a hooded sweatshirt and a tshirt. And, a student host bought
a recruit a $6 hat at the University
bookstore.
Last Friday, an unquoted
source in the University athletic
department told the Anderson Independent-Mail that former assistant head coach Tom Harper,
former quarterbacks coach Jack
Crowe, and former graduate assistant coach Steve Shaughnessy
all were named in the NCAA's
list of alleged violations.
The University has, however,
declined to confirm the identities
ofthe individuals involved in the
case.
Crowe is now serving as the
quarterbacks coach and offensive
coordinator at the University of
Arkansas. Shaughnessy is now
head football coach at a high
school in Charlotte. Harper died
of a heart attack last year.
Shaughnessy was implicated
in the NCAA allegations by former Clemson offensive lineman
Andrew Walker. Walker reported

see NCAA, page

the event that he does not accept a
position as head football coach of a
Division I school before Nov. 15,
1990, the payments will extend for
an additional half year. If he does
not accept such a position by Nov.
15,1991, the payments will extend
for an additional full year. If he
does not accept such a position
beforeNov. 15,1992, the payments
will extend for an additional two
years. In no event will the payments
exceed a total of five years.
In addition, Ford will occupy his
current residence until May 31,
1990; he will receive six season
football tickets during the period of
time that he is being paid annual
payments; the University will pay
$ 13,000 in interest on the mortgage
for Ford's farm in 1990 and pay the
balance ofthe mortgage, $ 100,000,
on Dec. 31, 1990, or Jan. 2, 1991;
he will receive title to a Chevrolet
van currently in his possession; and
the University will provide Ford
and his family health insurance
through Dec. 31, 1990.
University President Max Lennon said, "The decision to accept
Coach Ford's resignation is one that
I approve. As president of Clemson
University, my priority in all mat-

ters must be to act in the best interest of the University. I am confident
of Bobby Robinson's ability to
provide leadership for our athletic
department. It is important now that
we at Clemson focus on the future.
The athletic department will face
many challenges in the coming
months as it conducts a search for a
new head coach and responds to the
recent NCAA allegations. Clemson
supporters are famous for their
unique allegiance to;their university as well as their athletic teams,
and we need for that support to
continue without interruption as we
move ahead."
Louis Batson, chairman of the
Board of Trustees, said, "The Board
of Trustees has full confidence in
Max Lennon as chief executive,
Nick Lomax as vice president for
student affairs, and Bobby Robinson as athletic director, and they
have our total support in their handling of this administrative matter.
We also have complete confidence
in the administration's ability to
conduct a thorough and successful
search for a new head coach."
Robinson said the search for the
new head coach would begin immediately.

University suspends
party registration
by S. Dean Lollis
news editor
The death of University junior
Shannon Gill on Dec. 8, 1989,
prompted the University to step up
its on-going review of the current
alcohol policy.
The University had already
began to evaluate the alcohol policy, but the death of Gill was one of
the main factors in trying to speed
up the process.
The University announced that
it would not register parties until
the examination and evaluation of
the alcohol policy had been completed.
"We're calling a moratorium on
parties," said Kirk Brague, director
of student development activities.
"We told student leaders that we're
not going to register parties until
the beginning of February."
In a memo from Joy Smith, director of student development, to
Almeda Jacks, associate vice president of student affairs, Smith said
"We believe this time will allow everyone to "stop and think"
about the appropriateness of our
policies and the reasonableness of
our behaviors where alcohol is concerned."
"The Student Development
Department has drafted a recommendation for policy and procedural changes related to the possession, consumption, serving and sale
of alcohol on campus which we are
ready to forward to the University

Alcohol and Drug Abuse Commitee.
On Thursday, a committee of
administrators met to prepare a
preliminary alcohol policy.
This preliminary policy was
presented to Trey Blackwood,
student body president, to gain
input by University students.
"Copies of Student Development's recommendations will be
distributed to all Student Affairs
directors and committee members
in advance of the meeting and will
be available to students and others
upon request," said the memo from
Smith.
Several issues shall be addressed in the alcohol policy recommendation, such as kegs, number of guests at party, percentage
of alcohol allowed for each guest,
nights parties will be allowed on,
times for parties and their location.
An open discussion will be held
in Tillman Hall on Monday, Jan.
25, to get input from the students.
Blackwood said that the purpose
of this meeting was not to simply
make complaints, but to get new
ideas about the alcohol policy.
The student input will be formulated into a recommendation to
be presented to the faculty committee.
The faculty committee will meet
again on Thursday, Jan. 25, to make
a final recommendation to present

see Alcohol, page
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Annual giving drive hurt by hurricane
by Bill Swain
asst. news editor
Hurricane Hugo has been
named as a hindrance to the unrestricted annual money gifts to the
University.
In an article published in The
Greenville News officials stated
that giving is down about 7.4 percent, or about $28,000. Gifts this
year are $350,094, down from
$378,292 at the same time last
year.
Ann B. Smith, Loyalty Fund
director, said the goal for this fiscal year is $ 1.2 million.

Currently only about one third
of the goal
eoal has been raised with
only have of the year left.
"We don't even think about not
making our goal...We are really
under the gun to raise the money
because those programs [funded
by the annual gifts] are in place,"
said Associate Vice President for
Development, Jeff McNeill.
Scholarships, fellowships, faculty awards, and alumni programs
are all funded by the unrestricted
annual gifts fund.
The hurricane hit the Carolinas
the same week the student phonea-thon began, said Christy Klugh,

assistant director of the
th Loyalty
C,,„H
Fund
Because of the problems along
the coast, calling was restricted and
will be one of the last areas called by
the phone-a-thoners.
Another problem contributing to
the slower unrestricted giving is The
Campaign, a project to raise $62
million in capital funds.
Regions already contacted, by
the student callers, include the
Sumter, Rock Hill and the Charlotte
area.
McNeill added "We're going to
work hard in the next six months [to
achieve the goal set]'"

Fraternity on probation for hazing
by Adrienne Aucoin
staff writer
Omega Psi Phi fraternity has been
placed on a two-year suspension
following a Nov. 13, 1989 incident
of hazing, said Almeda Jacks, associate vice president of student affairs.
Two members of the fraternity,
Jesse Turner and Brian McKie, were
arrested and charged with hazing
members of the fraternity's pledge
class as part of their initiation.
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According to Nick Lomax, vice
president for student affairs, two
students were treated at Redfern
Health Center after being paddled
and slapped during the initiation.
The pledges were severely
bruised.
The pledges, then, reported the
incident to campus authorities after
being advised to do so.
The fraternity was placed on
suspension shortly before the end
of the fall semester and will remain

until Dec. 31, 1991.
However, Jacks said, the organization will remain on probation for
one full year following the completion of the two-year suspension period.
According to the student handbook, hazing is any activity among
which includes "all types of corporal punishment and any action that
involves physical exhaustion or
abuse."

Senate overrides veto
by Bill Swain
asst. news editor
Student Senate's attempt to
override Trey Blackwood's veto
of a required internship of the
president-elect and the vice president-elect proved successful at the
Dec. 4 Senate meeting.
Blackwood vetoed the bill in
December of 1989. The senate
and Blackwood agreed that an
internship was needed for the new
president to gain experience.
The internship plan called for
the newly elected executives to
take office on the Sunday before
exam week, leaving them little time
to choose and meet with their
cabinet before summer break.
In an interview Monday, Blackwood stated that he agrees with
the internship program but found
the wording to be incorrect and not
what the executive committee had
envisioned it would be when the
bill was introduced.
Under the former policy, the
current term of the executive
branch would end the last Tuesday
of March.
The bill the Senate committee
approved would keep the executives in office until the Sunday
before exams extending the current executives' terms by a full

four weeks and allowing them to
teach the newly elected executives
the responsibilities of the job.
Blackwood said, "the primary
duty [of the president elect] is to
select a cabinet,... and second, he
or she needs to meet in an official
capacity...to talk about lining things
up for the summer."
The new plan would not have
allowed this to happen.
Since the Senate successfully
overrode Blackwood's veto, a new
plan or adjustment will need to be
made.
Blackwood is "looking for a
compromise where we add time to
our term, sort of help out the new
administration along, get the ball
rolling, and do it officially before
the fall term."
Blackwood said that he intends
"to ask the Senate to change the
date the new administration will
assume responsibilities."
"It is my opinion that they need
to meet at least once so that would
move the change-over date back
one week," said Blackwood.
Now Blackwood will have to
approach the Student Senate to ask
for a bill to change the date of the
transition of office of the president
and vice-president elects to determine the duration of the internship.

University mourns deaths
Minority Enrollment at Clemson
8.5 %

91.5 %

Source: University News Services

Students, administrators
swap jobs for United Way
Early this morning, a sleepy-eyed
Clemson student will turn around in
class to ask his buddy if he saw the
game last night.
Instead of his buddy, he will
find Clemson University President
Max Lennon — complete with
homework and a bookbag.
As part of a student project to
help raise money for the United
Way, more than 20 of Clemson's
faculty and staff have agreed to
"switch" jobs with students for half
a day.
"Kirby Player of the Clemson
United Way approached student
government about getting the students involved in raising money for
the United Way," said Rosemary
Thomas of student government.
Student government representatives sold tickets, 10 for $ 1, outside
of the University's dining halls on
Jan. 15-17.
A student can indicate which
administrator that he would like to

Students
killed over
Christmas

by S. Dean Lollis
news editor

by Bill Swain
asst. news editor

Non-Minority
Minority

This graph shows the ratio of minority students enrolled in
undergraduate programs at Clemson as compared to the
total number of students at Clemson. This graph shows
that Clemson still has a low percentage of minorities enrolled
in its programs.

by S. Dean Lollis
news editor

Student dies
in fall from
ATO house

switch places with if he wins the
drawing.
The "switch day" will begin
Friday morning at 7:30 with coffee and doughnuts in the President's Boardroom in Sikes Hall.
This switch will last until noon,
said Thomas.
There is a catch, however. The
faculty members have to dress as a
student would and the students
have dress as their faculty partner
would.
Brian Szymkoski, a sophomore,
was the winner in the drawing for
the person to switch with President Lennon.
"Our goal is $1000, which will
be met if we can sell all of the
tickets," said Thomas.
Some of the administrators and
staff that will participate are President Max Lennon and Ruth Lennon, Vice President of Student
Affairs Nick Lomax, and Vice
President of Research Jay Gogue.
In addition, several college
deans and department heads will
be participating.

A University junior fell to her
death on Dec. 8, 1989, from the
third story level of a University
fraternity house.
Shannon A. Gill, 20, from
Orlando, Fla., was pronounced dead
at Greenville Memorial Hospital at
approximately 3 a.m. after falling
from the ledge of the Alpha Tau
Omega house.
According to the police report,
Gill and a friend, Brian Leslie, were
trying to get into his room. Leslie
had locked his door and forgotten
his key.
Gill and Leslie went next door to
the room of Jason Rock, who lives
in room 307. Leslie tried to crawl
out of Rock' s window to get into his
window but decided not to.
Gill then tried to crawl out of the
window and slipped on the ledge
and fell.
The ledge was approximately two
inches wide and the fall was approximately 27 feet.
The accident occurred at approximately 1 a.m.
An autopsy performed on Gill
revealed that her blood-alcohol level
was .17 or nearly twice South
Carolina's legal intoxication limit
of. 10.
Police also found that Gill had
possession of a felse identification.
The ID was a driver's license of a
former University student who
looked like Gill.
The fraternity had held a function earl ier that night for seniors and
.beer and wine was not supposed to
have been served and the party
should have been over by 10 p.m.,
said Joy Smith, director of student
development.
Later reports, however say that
alcohol was present at the Alpha
Tau Omega function. "We now have
reason to believe that some people
were drinking," said Joy Beck, of

The Christmas holidays were not
joyful for the families of several
University students

Shannon Ashley Gill
student development, in The
Greenville News.
"We have reason to believe
that (Shannon A. Gill) was there
at least part of the time."
Organizations must register
parties with alcohol and these

We now have reason
to believe that some
people were drinking.
-Joy Beck
student development
parties are not allowed within seven
days of exams.
Reports have also placed Gill at
a bar downtown prior to the incident. This is where she supposedly met Leslie.
About 200 of Gill's friends attended a memorial service on Jan.
9 at the Clemson United Memorial
Church.
Gill had transferred to Clemson
from Stetson University in Florida
this fall. She was majoring in secondary education.
The University police had not
completed the investigation of
Gill's death and made an official
statement as of Thursday.
The police had to stop the investigation because the students
needed to go home for the holidays.
They had approximately 40
witnesses to interview when students returned from Christmas
break.

Since the death of Shannon Gill,
on Dec. 8,1989, three moreUniversity students have passed away.
On Dec. 17, 23 year old Evari
Jerry Tzouvelekas was killed in an
automobile accident in Greenville
Tzouvelekas, a Greenville resident, finished Anderson Junior
College's program .
He had transferred to the University to complete his undergraduate studies.
He was a junior at the University
and he was majoring in Management.
The investigation of the accident revealed that it was not alcohol related.
Aiken resident, Shari L. Ahlfeld
died of medical complications at
her home on Jan. 5, 1990.
Ahlfeld was a freshman and was
majoring in Graphic Communications, and she was a resident of
Lever Hall.
While returning to the University from his home in Moore, SC,
Bradley James Ramey was killed in
a single-car auto accident.
There was no indication of involvement of alcohol.
Ramey was a sophomore and
was majoring in Financial Management.
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Clemson needs new alcohol policy
In the early morning hours of
Dec. 8, 1989, Shannon Gill fell to
her death from the third story ledge
of the Alpha Tau Omega house.
Since that time, the University
has been undergoing some serious
changes. The most evident is the
fact that no parties are being registered until Feb. 1 and maybe even
later. Now, the alcohol policy is
being examined and redone.
Of course, there will be many
organizations on campus that will
be whining about how the party
ban is just "so unfair."
It is really hard to know if the
University even has an alcohol
policy now. There has been little
proof of a policy or its enforcement.
Take for example, the building
of the homecoming floats. This
was declared a "dry" event.
I walked around Bowman field
with some of my friends that night
and I concluded that the dry event
must have been moved across
campus.
What is the purpose of the "dry"
declaration if it will not be enforced?
Simply put, the law in South
Carolina says that if you aren't 21,
then you can't drink. Whether it's
wrong or not, it is a law.
I have therefore created some
of my own additions for the new
alcohol policy that is in the process
of being created.
One of the first things that a
visitor would see when he walks on
the Clemson campus and wanders
near the frat quad or Johnstone is
the overabundance of alcoholic

newsstuff
S. DEAN
LOLLIS
news editor
beverage containers displayed in
the windows. Most of these bottles
can probably be attributed to freshman who have tasted the contents
of one of those bottles for the first
time.
These displays are an eyesore
and they only help to re-enforce
the University's image as a party
school. My first proposal is to ban
the display of alcoholic beverage
containers and related items in
dorm room windows and fine
anyone who does so.
The housing office also needs
to confirm that its resident assistants are enforcing its rules about
alcohol in University Housing. An
anonymous source has told me of
several kegs and party balls that
have been bought by his R.A. for a
party on the hall.
If housing will require everyone else in housing to live by these
rules then they should see to it that
their employees are following
them.
I would also like to see secuirty
on the weekends doing more about
the people who are staggering
drunk around the University.
All I have ever seen the Crowe's
security gaurds do is wander around
Johnstone, look dumb and play
with their walkie-talkies.

Coming up

They should start doing more to
keep the parties out of the halls then
they are doing now.
My final proposa; has to do with
parties.
It would also be a wise idea to
add some type of penalty for organizations that got caught serving
alcohol to minors.
This could be in the form of a
fine of a couple of thousand dollars
and a suspension of the groups rights
to hold "parties" for a length of
time.
If the penalties will make it cost
the group to not follow the rules,
then I bet the organizations on
campus will start making sure that
their members who drink are 21 or
older.
It's time that the University takes
a responsible approach to the issue
of minors and alcohol.
If not we may be faced with
similar tragedies in the future.
This not only applies to making
sure that those who are under 21 are
not served alcohol at parties, but it
involves keeping the rest of the
University safe from those that do
drink.
I for one don't want to be hurt
because of someone else's carelessness while under the affects of
alcohol.
Therefore, I think that since
students have the chance to make
their feelings known, that some of
our campus "organizations" will not
show the level of their immaturity
and irresponsibility.
Clemson needs a tougher alcohol policy for the safety of all of the
students that attend.

Jan.

19

"Switch Day." Student Government fund-raiser for the United
Way. Selected students will
switch places with C.U.
administrators for half of the day.

22

Open forum. University
Alcohol Policy. Purpose
is to get student input for
the new alcohol policy.
Tillman Hall Auditorium. 8 p.m.

Panel discussion. "Strangers
in a Strange Land:
International Students and
Faculty at Clemson." Jordan
Room. 4 p.m. Contact Roger
Rollin, 656-3030.

26

Lecture. "Mental Representation and Moral Philosophy."
by Stephen P. Stich, professor
at Rutgers University. 200
Hardin Hall. 3:30 p.m.

Show support for Danny Ford tonight on Bowman field at 9 p.m

HVT& HEARTY!

HOT & SAUCY!

HOTSTEAK & CHEESE

HOT MEATBALL

Try Subway's hearty sirloin Steak & Cheese.
Ladled thick on fresh-baked bread with the free
fixin's you ask for. Try our saucy Meatball or our
new spicy Texas-style Barbecue. Any way you
choose 'em, they're hot, hot, hot.

Try Subway's saucy Meatball Sub. Ladled thick
on fresh-baked bread with the free fixin's you ask
for. Try our hearty Steak & Cheese or new spicy
Texas-style Barbecue. Any way you choose 'em,
they're hot, hot, hot.

HOT! HOT! HOT!

HOT! HOT! HOT!

•SUBLUflV
COMPACT

DIGITAL AUDIO
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Editorial
NCAA rules not
made to be broken
The end of 1984 saw the lifting of a two-year
probation placed upon the Clemson football
program and what many thought to be a new
beginning. Now, for the second time in less than a
decade, the NCAA is conducting an investigation
of the Tigers, this time for 37 alleged violations.
At least one of these infractions carries with it
probable probation.
One of the worst parts of this entire NCAA
experience is the trivial nature of some of the
charges. For instance, the gift of a $6 cap and a
sweatshirt is a downright ridiculous offense.
Allegations of illegal transportation also have a
characteristically nit-picky sound to them. The
buying of meals is another addition to the NCAA's
quest that discredits the football program. It is
extremely questionable whether little things such
as these allegations influence student athletes to
choose one school over another.
There is an old saying that if you look for
something long enough you will find it. This
seems to be the case of the NCAA's five-month
investigation. It is probably a safe bet that if the
NCAA were to randomly investigate other
football programs, it would find many occurences
that could be technically considered violations of
NCAA rules.
In any case rules are rules, and if the Clemson
football program knowingly violated any of the
NCAA allegations, the program deserves to be
punished accordingly.
Head Coach Danny Ford has resigned amid the
controversy surrounding the NCAA allegations.
With all the compensation that Ford is recieving
it seems that he is a big name scapegoat, someone
to point a finger at. Yet if the allegations are
proven to be true Danny Ford can not be the only
one at fault and should not be the only one to
"voluntarily" resign.
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Safety threatened during blackout
Personal safety is the police
department's top priority.

John McKenzie University police
During the blackout on west
campus last Monday night, student
safety was definitely no more than a
joke in my mind. When the lights
went out at 6:00,1 figured an FMO
employee was playing tag with acoworker and accidently hit the light
switch—no problem, the lights will
be back in a minute or so. Little did
I know it would take them about 840
of those one minutes to restore only
a partial amount of the electricity to
west campus.
The issue here is not whether
FMO worked diligently to restore
power, but rather student safety in a
zero visibility environment.
The first thing that went through
my mind when the lights (as well as
my computer) went out at the Tiger
office was joy that I wasn't working
on anything at my terminal. The
following thought, however, was
how dark it was as the sun went
down.
I talked with a University official
about the situation and he said, "Of
course when something like this [the
blackout] occurs, people get bored
and they have to find something to
occupy themselves with." I have to
admit, there was definitely plenty of
boredom around Johnstone: guys
hanging out of windows yelling at
girls walking by (alone and in the
dark), bottles tossed out of windows
at pedestrians and let's not forget
the fireworks also thrown at people

DOUG
STANTON

managing
editor
from the windows. This was
described by the official as "just a
bunch of rowdiness."
Anotherquestion I confronted this
University official with was if there
was extra security floating about the
chaos. His answer—they had the
usual, three patrols and 2 guards on
foot. I also asked him if any citations
were handed out as a result of
rowdiness, "No, someone has to be
around to catch them." Need I say
more? Yes, security at its best!
However, I can't just blame the
police department. Where were the
hall leaders, aka R.A.'s when all of
this was going on, oh, I don't know,
maybe...throwing a bottle rocket
themselves?
Another issue of a more serious
magnitude was the darkness alone.
I want to know why there were no
emergency lights and why the exit
signs did not stay lit when the lights
went out in the halls and stairwells
of Johnstone.
This isn't a matter of a single
injury, which could have occurred
in the uproar, but the possibility of
numerous DEATHS which could
possibly be the case for instance
during a fire. Noting the darkness
during the blackout with clean air,
just imagine if there were a power

failure during an actual fire. With
thick, black, toxic (from the
hazardous materials used to
construct the building) smoke, a
pitch-black hallway, panicking
students and no emergency back-up
lights OR exit signs to guide the
way, who would expect many to
make it safely from the top floors of
the building. Besides, considering
Johnstone is somewhat of an
oversized mobile home, just think
of the short amount of time it would
take for it to burn to the ground.
I'm sorry, but I don't think
Clemson University could handle a
lawsuit such as this.
Johnstone isn't the only dorm
without emergency lights. If I'm
not mistaken, the residents of the
shoeboxes experienced the same
inconvienence of shuffling around
in the dark, as well as chemistry
students handling caustic materials
during their laboratory.
I
now
challenge
the
administration to do something
about this serious matter. Of course
its easy to sit back and say "It hasn't
happened yet and I doubt it'll happen
in the future," or even "Johnstone is
being renovated in the near future."
I might be able to live with the
second arguement, but we all know
that the near future to any University
official
actually
means
approximately 10 years.
Well, now that I think about it,
maybe 10 years isn't THAT long of
a time to play roulette with the lives
of thoudands of students.
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Question:
Do you think the idea
of a dry campus would
help the safety of
students?

No, students should be able
to decide what responsible
drinking is.

No, alcohol isn't the
problem, responsibility is.
Patrick McNeill

Heather Hawkins

Yes, it might curtail
vandalism and public
disturbances since they are
often caused under the
influence.

No, the terminology of a
dry campus will entice
students
to
envolve
themselves in more harming
activities on and off campus.

Victor
Brown
victor urown

Jimmy L. howler,
Fowler, Jr
Jr.

Recycling part of University's growing environmental awareness
bv Eric J.
.1. Wahlberg
Wahlhere
by

T-

and the Scoutmaster of the Grev
Grey Court Troon.
Troop,
has been filling his "BSA recycling bus" with
and Matt Buchman
paper collected from the campus computer
You have read about it in all the the State of California and has been rooms. David sells the materials he collects to
newspapers and magazines, you have seen it instrumental in the implementation of the the Dixie Recycling Center in Anderson for
on television, and you have heard about it very successful recycling programs in the $50 a ton for newspaper and cardboard, and
from a lot of different people: the environment, cities of Davis and Sacramento, California.
$75 a ton for white paper. The proceeds go
old Mother Earth, is asking for your help. Not
The seminar was attended by a wide variety towards paying the liability insurance for the
our help nor somebody else's help. Your help. of people - important people who can get scout troop. David comes to campus twice a
Don't you think it's about time to start obliging recycling at Clemson off the ground. week and would desperately like some help.
her?
Representatives of most of the departments
People around the University have been
This year marks the 20th anniversary of on campus attended. Clemson city officials initiating their own recycling programs as
Earth Day. Many students on this campus were there as were members of student well. Dr. Jeff Porter, Textiles, is somewhat of
weren't born yet let alone remember the first government. Tom Keinath, professor and head a solid waste recycling expert. He worked up
Earth Day. There were many environmental of ESE, hosted the seminar.
a large scale plan to convert the University
horror stories which prompted the first Earth
The title of Dr. Tchbonoglous' seminar and the City to full recycling of solid wastes
Day. There are many today as well. Unlike the was "Solid Waste Management: Challenges and has submitted the plan to the EPA for
horror stories of the past, however, today's and Opportunities." The integrated waste funding.
problems are much more global in scope and managementplan, on which Dr. Tchbonoglous
When Dr. Porter first became interested in
yet, at the same time, it is the same individual focused, consists of four important steps: waste management, he explored the possibility
involvement at the local level harnessed for source reduction, recycling, transformations, of co-generation: burning garbage and using
the first Earth Day that is at the crux of the and disposal. Most of the talk centered on the heat to generate power. This reduces the
solutions we seek today.
recycling although the three other steps were volume of garbage by 90 percent and would
But this is not about Earth Day. It's about addressed in some detail.
help reduce landfill costs. After researching
recycling. Recycling is perhaps one of the
For example, as a challenge in the area of the costs and benefits, Dr. Porter discovered
easiest steps you can take now to prove to source reduction, Dr. Tchbonoglous raised that co-generation was a money losing venture:
yourself and others that you care about what the question as to whether manufacturers the cost of operating a co-generation plant
this world is going to be like to live in twenty- should produce products that are recyclable was greater than the dollar value of the energy
five years from now when many of you will be or biodegradable. Considerable attention was produced.
at the peak of your careers and very concerned given to backyard composting of yard wastes
Dr. Porter abandoned his co-generation
about the welfare of your children. In many as a volume-reducing transformation. A project and refocused his attention on recycling
parts of the country recycling is already Danish architecture graduate student who as a method ofwaste management. Recycling
mandatory. In South Carolina, it's virtually attended a similar seminar Dr. Tchbonoglous saves money. Also, using recycled materials
non existent. Why can't we all show the rest gave to ESE students later in the afternoon to produce finished goods takes less energy
of the nation that Clemson, as a university and commented on the unbelievable American than converting raw materials into finished
community, cares enough to be the model practice of putting leaves in plastic garbage goods. The University would not only profit
recyclists for the rest of the State?
bags and sending them to the dump.
from the recycling venture, but would also
There have been a number of organizations
Recycling is going to be a part of all our reduce landfill costs and, in part, help to
and individuals on campus that have tried in lives. Dr. Tchbonoglous pointed out that the reduce global warming: since less energy is
the past to initiate a campus-wide recycling Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has required to produce goods from recycled
program. These efforts have met with only mandated that municipalities demonstrate 25 materials than from raw materials, the use of
limited success due to the reluctance of the percent recycling by 1992. He stressed that fossil fuels, a major source of energy for
University's administration to commit to recycling has to be made convenient and any industry, atmospheric C02 (carbon dioxide)
recycling. This appears to be changing. Led program must have a certain amount of and, hence, our warming climate, could be
by David Larson, Vice President of Business flexibility incorporated into itto accommodate curtailed.
and Finance, the University has begun to changes in laws and manufacturing, especially
On a smaller scale, special interest groups
embrace the philosophy that Clemson, the packaging, technologies. Interestingly -or, have initiated aluminum recycling programs
university and community, be the role model perhaps, depressingly, he said that when Davis on campus. Sean Cook has helped to install
to which the rest of the State can look for started its recycling program, the lowest the ACBC (Aluminum Cans for Burned
participation rates were in the student Children) recycling program in the Johnstone
recycling expertise.
The seriousness of the University's recent population.
Dormitories. The program is sponsored by
The interest in and enthusiasm for recycling Alumax Corporation and proceeds from the
commitment is exemplified in the fact that the
administration, in cooperation with the at Clemson displayed by the University program go to the Bumed Children Center at
Department of Environmental Systems officials were evident in the questions and MUSC in Charleston.
Engineering (ESE), brought George discussion following the seminar. When asked
Also collecting aluminum cans is the
Tchbonoglous from the University of how Clemson could get started, Dr. Students for Environmental Awareness
California, Davis to Clemson for a special, Tchbonoglous commented on the fact that we (SEA). Matt Compton, head of the SEA
simply cannot afford not to recycle aluminum Recycling Committee, and others have
invitation-only seminar on Oct. 26, 1989.
Dr. Tchbonoglous' credentials are very and white paper. Hopefully, University installed six aluminum receptacles in high
impressive. He has written seven offficials are formulating a plan to do so soon traffic areas around campus. The SEA plans
environmental engineering textbooks, and that bigger plans follow.
to turn the collection of aluminum from the
Recycling is not new to Clemson's campus. receptacles over to student groups. In return,
including one on solid wastes. He is presently
on the Solid Waste Management Board for For years, David Peden, a retired Post Master the groups will receive 75 percent of the

commentary

nroceeds. Depending
Denending on the success of the
t\
proceeds.
program, more receptacles may become
available. Matt hopes to have the program in
full swing by Earth Day and also initiate
programs to recycle glass, plastic, and paper
as well. For more information on either of
these programs contact Sean Cook (ACBC),
656-8785 or Matt Compton (SEA), 656-8563.
With recycling legislation on the horizon
and landfills quickly filling, it is not surprising
that the City of Clemson has also become
involved in recycling. Due to recent problems
with exhausting landfill space, the cty has
been forced to look at ways to reduce solid
waste.
The first step the city took was the
establishment of a Recycling Committee,
headed by chairperson Diane Haselton, and
the creation of the Recycling Center, located
next to the police station on Highway 123.
People who save newspapers and magazines
can now drop these off at the center.
All revenues from the recycled paper are
being put aside for future landfill costs or
transportation station costs. The same location
will also be used by the Boy Scouts to collect
aluminum and glass sorted by color on the
first Saturday of every month from 9:00 a.m.
until noon.
There is talk in City Hall about incentive
programs for households to recycle as well.
Star Downs, Administrative Assistant for
Public Works, said that the city is currently
considering two programs: reducing taxes for
households and business that recycle or
charging for garbage pickup to those
households and businesses who don't.
This has been left up to the Recycling
Committee to decide. Star said the feedback
the city has received has been both good and
bad and that people must realize that the costs
of starting recycling programs are extremely
expensive and that sacrifices will have to be
made by all of us.
Recycling is not something that is going to
happen overnight. It's going to take the effort
of many dedicated, environmentally aware
individuals, including you. Perhaps the
University will finally get involved, but in the
meantime, there are several grassroots
recycling programs already in place that can
be used to your advantage.
Use them! Every time you are about to
throw away an aluminum can or a stack, even
asingle sheet, of unwanted computerprintout,
ask yourself, "Where can I recycle this?" It's
that simple. And if you're really interested,
you can get involved.
Hopefully, when a full-fledged recycling
program is initiated on campus and in town, it
will not be said that Clemson University
students are poorrecycling participants. Let's
do it now!

Pro-choice letter in Chronicle marred by factual, logical errors
An interesting and provocative
article titled "Immodest Proposal"
by Catherine L. Flynn appeared in
the Autumn edition of the Chronicle.
Unfortunately the article, which
discussed the Greenville County
abortion ordinance, was marred by
numerous factual and logical errors.
First Ms. Flynn assured us that
the "ordinance would have little
effect, if any, in Greenville County."
She then spent her entire article
trying to prove that the "ordinance
therefore denies equal medical
services to the poor" and teenagers.
This is contradictory. The

letters
ordinance cannot be ineffectual and
also have terrible effects.
Second, Ms. Flynn asserted that
"there is no medical evidence" to
back the claim that human life begins
at conception.
But consider the following. At
conception every one of us contained
all the genetic information we
needed to become fully developed.
Each of us at four weeks had a
heart that pumped blood in a system

separate from his or her mother's.
At five weeks we had measurable
brain wave patterns. At nine weeks
our brains were controlling
spontaneous muscle movements
and complete sets of functioning
internal organs.
By twelve weeks we could grasp
objects with fingers that had prints,
could squint, swallow, wrinkle our
foreheads, urinate, sleep and
awaken. And there is much more.
Third, neither the Missouri nor
the Greenville law "[call] for
amniocentesis to test fetal viability."
Dr. Joy Anglea, a Greenville

physician, testified that an
ultrasound would fully satisfy the
law's requirements (safely and at a
fraction ofthecostofanamnio).No
medical testimony was offered to
refute this.
Still Ms. Flynn is concerned that
some women will be forced by the
cost to bear children they cannot
support.
Even if the test proved that the
fetus could survive outside its
mother's womb, Ms. Flynn would
rather have the poor woman's baby
destroyed.
Following her logic I have a

modest proposal of my own to offer
Ms. Flynn. Let's begin a
government-funded program to kill
all children of women who cannot
support them.
Why stop at birth if our only
criteria for protecting human life is
whether we think we can afford it?
Birth does not magically transform
one into a human being.
Think of all the money we could
save in reduced welfare costs. Think
of how pleasant our lives would be?
Barry N. Ellis
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"Angels Lead the Way!"
Meeting
new
people

Leadership
Helping
others

Co-Ed
Fun!

Angel Flight/Silver Wings Society
is having a

RUSH DROP-IN
Mon. Jan. 22 7-9pm
Johnstone A - Section Study Lounge

^

1 I

For more information call
JustJenn
656-7866
or Trish
656-8836

Kevin Taylor/head photographer

The Minority Council along with other participants observed the birthday of Martin Luther
King with a march from the Apollo theater to Tiillman Hall.

Minority Council observes birthday
by Kell L. Walker
staff writer
The University's Minority council sponsored its third annual Martin
Luther King, Jr. Commemorative
March and a program titled "Unity:
Where is it?" in honor of the late
Martin Luther King, Jr. Jan. 12.
March participants met at the
band practice field at4:30p.m. After
a welcome by Minority Co-Chairman, Kollette Lowe, Minority council member Michelle Sims led an
invocation.
The participants then marched to
Tillman Hall ,with lighted candles
and singing "Lift Every Value and
Sing." After arriving at Tillman Auditorium, Minority Council chair-

man Vince Matthews spoke.
"Today we were able to prove
where the unity exists - here in this
auditorium. As long as we continue coming together like this, we
can keep the dream alive."
Then Minority Ombudsman
Ken Cooke introduced Senator
Arthur Langford of Georgia in the
drama, "Life of a King." The stage
production was written by
Langford in 1969 and is based on
the life of Martin Luther King, Jr.
In addition to the commemorative march, the Clemson's Pi Alpha chapter of Alpha Phi Alpha
Fraternity sponsored special events
this past week including lectures,
discussions, and a Gong Show in
observance of its Founder's Day.
The events began Monday, Jan

15 with speaker S.C Representative Ennis Fant in a commemorative service for Martin Luther King,
Jr.
Tuesday, Eric Taylor of the
King Center for Nonviolent Social
Change spoke on King's portrayal
in "And The Walls Came Tumbling Down."
University faculty and students
participated in a panel discussion
on Affirmative Action Wednesday.
Thursday, S.C. Representative
McKinley Washington spoke in
observance of Founder's Day.,
Tonight a Gong Show will be
held in Daniel Auditorium at 7 pm.
Admission is $2 with proceeds
going to the American Cancer
Society.

Safety feature added to dorm windows
Cindy Leaphart
staff writer
The security on the ground floors
of several residence halls has undergone evaluation in recent years.
Verna Howell, Director of Residential Life, said, "Each year, our
office receives one or more incident reports documenting non-residents gaining access to ground floor
student residences through accessible windows. To date, none of
these incidents has resulted in injury to a student resident; however,
such a threat clearly exists."
Safety devices, known as "window clips," or similar devices will

■

II

I
■I
I
I

be installed on the ground floors of
several dorms and housing facilities possibly as early as August of
this year, according to Patty
Galmiche, Director of Residential
Facilities and Chairman of the
University's Housing Security
Task Force. These buildings are
Smith, Barnett, and Mauldin Halls
including second floorrooms 2A6,
2A7,2B7, and all D Suite, all first
floor windows of Geer and Sanders Halls, and all Thornhill Village. Galmiche said, "The window clips will allow students to
raise the windows six to eight
inches and will copy-cat the devices in Johnstone Hall." This
width will allow for limited venti-
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Just call and order a
medium 12" one-topping
pizza for only $5.00!
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lation but it will not allow intruders
access into a building.
The window clips are a part of a
total effort to enable students to
feel more comfortable on campus.
Other efforts include the removal
of shrubbery and the improvement
of exterior lighting. Installing
window clips will ensure personal
safety and protection of individual
possessions. Galmiche said, "After window clips have been installed, students can safely sleep
with their windows open and will
not need to worry about the possibility of intruders or their personal
belongings being stolen." This
project will be financed through
the Housing budget.
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TUXEDO
HEADQUARTERS

Design
Studio
• Reserve tuxedos now
• Group discounts to Fratemitites
• Come in and see the newest styles
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FAMILY HAIRSTYLING
Downtown Clemson
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Clemson wins court case
by Linda Binkley
staff writer
A federal jury decided in favor
of the University in an age-discrimination suit heard Thursday, Dec.
14.
Eurico Ferreira, a 51-year-old
finance professor, filed suit last June,
protesting the high salaries paid to
starting professors. Ferreira believed his age was the determining
factor in his less-than desired salary.
When he joined the University
faculty in 1981, Ferreira received
an annual salary of $28,000 a year
and now makes $46,000. Newlyhired professors, however, are earning $50,000 a year.
Stephen Henry, a Greenville
lawyer representing Ferreira, questioned how the oldest professor in
the finance department could be the
second-lowest paid ifage was not a
factor.
A lawyer for the University,

Department
receives
software

Charles T. Speth of Greenville,
said some departments such as
finance have become more popular with students, increasing the
demand for professors and forcing
the University to pay higher starting salaries to attract instructors.
Speth also stated that Ferreira had
the freedom to leave the University if he thought he could make
more money elsewhere.
Ferreira fought for the difference in pay he felt he would have
received if he had not been discriminated against. The jury deliberated for over two hours before ruling for the University.
When asked if he would appeal
or leave the University, Ferreira
replied that he had not really
thought about it and would like to
"take a break" from the situation.
David Maxwell, Clemson provost and vice president for academic affairs, said the University
is facing salary compression. Start-

ing salaries have increased because
of a rise in demand for professors
and established professors are not
receiving a notably higher salary
for their experience.
Salary compression is happening in many comparable universities and Clemson starting salaries
are very competitive. Maxwell
explained that salaries are allocated
on the departmental level and are
affected by government legislation.
The Department Head gives out
salaries based on merit and decides
how far behind in a salary increase
each instructional category is as a
guideline for distribution. The
University has $800,000 this year
for salary adjustments and plans to
set aside extra money each year to
resolve salary differences.
Maxwell said Ferreira had recourse to court and did not question the results. Maxwell also said
that salary grievances at the University were not uncommon but
rarely ended up in a federal court.

Head Hunters
^—HWKTYIISTS-"^

Student Specials
(Good between 10 a.m.-1 p.m.)
Victoria Square
(Near TR's Pizza Pie)

10% Off
Perms and Cuts

OCAA
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Earn Over
$6.00
Per Hour
Full and Parttime

Delivery People
Wanted
Interested?
Apply at the nearest
Domino's Pizza location
Anderson
Clemson
Seneca

by Bill Swain
asst. news editor
The Electrical and Computer Engineering departments
recently received a gift of software valued at $1.58 million
from VALID Logic Systems
Inc.,aSan Jose, California based
company.
VALID Logic Systems is the
leading supplier of electronic
computer aided design software
for Sun and Digital workstations.
The new software will be
used by both faculty and students to design digital circuitry V; for examples/computer
chips, circuit boards, and computers.
Before now, at Clemson,
"you would have to sit down,
design it manually, build the
circuitry with actual components and then plug it in to see if
it works," said interim department head, John Gowdy in an
article appearing in The Greenville News.
The University of Florida
and Georgia Institute of Technology have also been chosen
to participate in VALID's pilot
program selecting universities
with recognized engineering
programs.
Aaron Collins, associate professor of electrical and computerengineering, said the software is already in use in at least
one University research project.
The software will help motivate the students. "It's the Kind
of software our students need to
see before they graduate," continued Collins.

Alcohol
from page one
to Nick Lomax, vice president of
student affairs, who will have the
final decision.
Meanwhile, however, plans for
parties on-campus will have to be
put on hold. Many fraternity
groups feel that they are being
singled out.
"I feel the ban is an unjustifiable act by the University," said
Theta Chi president Cliff Cole in
The Independent-Mail. " I think
that it is an overreaction to events
that have occurred in the past."

ce.

FREE! FREE! FREE!
Presented by the Clemson University Union SPECIAL EVENTS Committee

Sign Up at the Union Info Desk by 5pm
on the day of the show
Call 656-2461 for more info!

Police department provides escorts
by Vonda Gravley
staff writer
In an effort to increase the security of students on-campus, the
University Police Department is
offering an alternative to walking
alone at night.
The escort service is designed
to provide a walking escort for
individuals who wish to travel from
theirdormtotheirdestination. The
service is provided for inter-campus destinations only and is available upon request.
Police cars are also available
for escort services, but most of the

escorts are by policemen on foot.
The University Police offer this
safety precaution from 7 p.m. to 3
a.m. Captain Wayne Wardlaw
encourages students to use the
shuttle bus when it is in operation
to maintain the availability of officers for other calls and emergencies.
Anyone wishing to use the escort service should contact the
University Police Department.
Crime and other related incidents have been reported in minimal numbers while students were
out of school for the holidays.
A recent case of burglary was

reported in the Thornhill village
apartments.
A unknown suspect entered the
victims' apartment and took such
possessions as a Sansung microwave oven and a pair of 60 watt
speakers. The victims reported
flaked paint and a removed bathroom window screen.
A traffic "accident on Williamson Road was reported on Jan. 9.
A vehicle was traveling and attempting a left turn was struck by
a second traveller, who was also
attempting a left turn.
No serious injuries were reported from the collision.

Possible McCartney
concert proves a rumor
from news reports
Rumors that Paul McCartney
will play at Frank Howard Memorial Stadium this semester have
been rambling around campus
since shortly after the Rolling
Stones' show last November, but
McCartney himself apparently
has not heard them.
Cellar Door Concerts, the
promoter for McCartney's Atlanta performances, recently requested information on the
University's stadium. However,
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THE FUTON FACTORY
833-1 HWY 93
(ACROSS FROM SKY CITY)
■ HANDMADE TUTON"
MATTRESSES
■ CONVERTIBLE SOFA-BEDS
■ CUSTOM TIE-DYING
AND MORE!!

OPEN JANUARY 25
654-6943

Butch Trent, director of the University Union, says that "we get
these kinds of requests hundreds
of times a year and nothing ever
comes of them."
Wilson Howard, owner of Cellar Door, claims that while some
dates are still open for the southeastern leg of the tour, there has
been no discussion of the University being on McCartney's schedule.
He says that he wanted the information to place in his files for
future reference.

Its Date Rape
Its Wrong
It's a Crime

WudL DI Jl
HAIR DESIGN

FULL SERVICE
SALON
REDKEN

FOR MEN AND WOMEN
GOLDWELL

W
654*180
10-6M-F,9-lSat

196 Keowee Trail
Clemson, S.C.

4 GREAT SPECIAL TO HELP YOU COLLECT VALUABLE POINTS!

LOCATED AT 542 COLLEGE AVE.
BETWEEN VICTORIA SQUARE AND CAMPUS CAMERA

654-4041

COMBO MEAL DEAL: 2 large slices of cheese or single-topping Itza Pizza and a large soft drink—$2.99 (Worth
80 points.)
MEGA MUGS:
Filled with soft drink. Buy one for $2.59 while they last! After initial purchase, refills only
$.69, and $ 1.00 off 14" or 16" pick-up Itza Pizza when you bring mug to Canteen. (Initial
purchase and each refill of soft drink worth 20 points. No points awarded for iced tea.)
MONDAY SPECIAL: Cure you "Monday Blues" with a 14" single-topping Itza Pizza and Maga Mug filled with
Coke—$9.75. (Worth 120 points.)
THURSDAY SPECIAL: 16" cheese Itza Pizza for $6.99. (Worth 120 points.) Extra toppings are $1.10 each.

ACCUMULATION OF POINTS
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Each sticker=20 points
One voucher=25 stickers=500 points

apes
ALL THE LATEST HITS
ROCK-COUNTRY •JAZZ»SOUL*CLASSICAL
We buy and sell used CDs and Tapes
OPEN: MON-FRI 10 to 8 • SAT 10 to 6 ♦ SUN 1:30 to 6

10% OFF
ANY PURCHASE WITH THIS AD

PURCHASE
Large Coke
One slice of Itza Pizza
Combo Meal Deal: 2 slices
and large Coke
10" or 12" Itza Pizza
14" Itza Pizza
16" Itza Pizza

POINT LEVEL
20
20

tfSTICKERS

80
80
100
120

GREAT PRIZES!
Large groups—sororities, fraternities, and other campus organizations—pool your vouchures and go for the
BIG PRIZES!
PRIZE
2 Slices of single-topping Itza Pizza
and 1 Mega Mug
1 16" single-topping Itza Pizza and
4 large Cokes
3 16'single-topping Itza Pizzas OR
1 movie/music Video
1 COSMO TV/AM-FM Radio
1 Panasonic VCR
Panasonic 13" TV/VCR
Panasonic 27" Stereo TV and
Panasonic VCR
Panasonic 40' wide-screen TV
a

POINTS
500

# VOUCHURES
1

1.000
2.500
10.000
25.000
50.000
100.000
200.000

20
50
100
200

GOOD LurK.
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"
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NCAA
from page one
that he had stayed longer during his
recruiting visit to Clemson then the
NCAA allows and that he had received free meals and lodging with
Shaughnessy's knowledge.
Lennon, Ford, faculty representative B. J. Skelton and athletic director Bobby Robinson have been
asked to meet with the NCAA's
Committee on Infractions, Apr. 2022, in Kansas City. It is expected
that the NCAA will make its decision after this meeting.
Lennon said in The Greenville
News that he believed that all the
charges alleged by the NCAA would
not be substantiated, but he would
not be any more specific.
Head Football Coach Danny
Ford has made no official comment
on the NCAA allegations.

Show
support
for Danny
Ford in a
rally on
Bowman
Field
tonight at
9 p.m.

Work has begun on the senior sidewalk for the centennial class of Clemson. Work will
not be finished for sometime.

Senior Sidewalk under construction
by Rim Alan Cox
staff writer
The University began construction on the Centennial Class's Senior Sidewalk last week, reviving an
old University tradition. The Sidewalk runs from the rear of the Trustee House, south to Calhoun Drive
and will display the names, in concrete, of about 3000 students who
graduated in the centennial year of
1989. The Walk will be 9 feet wide
with a bronze marker at the north
end.
According to Sam Dillard, manager of operations and support for
the University, who is overseeing
the project's building, concrete
pouring will begin this week with
an expected finish date in mid April,
if everything goes as planned.
This project represents the first

time in over 20 years that graduating seniors will have their names
placed in a sidewalk. The names
will be embossed into the concrete
with cast aluminum letters using
special forms that had to be specially built for this project, according to Dillard.
"It's like printing in concrete.
Compared to normal sidewalk
construction its very painstaking
allowing us to pour only 27 square
feet at a time," Dillard said.
"This particular sidewalk was
selected because it needed repair
and because of its location near
Calhoun Mansion where previous
Senior Walks are found. Also, this
area has been labeled a historic
district and should not see any
significant changes that would
disturb the Senior Walk," Dillard
continued.

Wolff Sun Ceeto

"Ultimately the walk will be
lighted with the new historic style
lamps that can already be seen in
front of the YMCA building."
The students whose names will
be incorporated into the walk made
a $10 donation that will cover the
cost of construction, Dillard said.
Mr. Dillard explained that, with
the increased enrollment, it just is
not feasible to put everyone' s name
on University sidewalks.
"If the Senior Walk tradition
was to continue we wouldn't have
any time to do anything but tear up
sidewalks and soon we would run
out of space with the number of
students we have now, as compared to the 1960's (when the past
Senior Walks were constructed),
but the administration is ^searching alternative ways of displaying
alumnus's names," he said.

Get a head start
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It's time for formals.
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F 9:00-8:00
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Reg. Sats. 9:00-3:00
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International
Briefs
U.N. SEEKS CAMBODIAN PEACE:
The United Nations Security Council's
five members agreed Tuesday on the need
for a major U.N. presence in Cambodia.
After two days of meetings in Paris, the
five countries - Britain, France, the United
States, China and the Soviet Union - urged
free elections under direct U.N. supervision.
ANC TO MEET WITH GOVERNMENT:
In a dramatic policy switch, the African National Congress said Tuesday it is
willing to negotiate with the South African government, even though key elements of apartheid remain. The statement
came just hours after an emotional reunion in Lusaka of former long-term political prisoners, recently released.
BANK PLEADS GUILTY TO SCAM:
A Luxembourg-based bank pleaded
guilty Tuesday in federal court to moneylaundering charges related to Manuel
Noriega. The Bank of Credit and Commerce International forfeited a record $ 14
million and agreed to cooperate with
prosecutors in the trial of six bank officers
and two reputed Medellin drug cartel members. The trial opened Tuesday.
LINKS TO NORIEGA:
Anjad Awan, one of the six BCCI officers charged in a money laundering case,
told a Senate Foreign Relations hearing
two years ago that he had been a personal
banker to General Manuel Noriega, managing a $25 million accout. Other officers
in case: Akbar Bilgrami, Syed Afted
Hussain, Iqbal Ashraf, Ian Howard and
Sibte Hassan.
MILITARY MEN FACE TRIAL:
A Salvadoran army colonel, three lieutenants and four soldiers implicated in the
massacre of six Jesuit priests Nov. 16
were brought before a judge Tuesday to
make statements about the slayings. El
Salvador has 72 hours to decide if there is
enough evidence to charge them. One
suspect is at large.

THOUSANDS OF CZECHS RALLY:
Thousands rallied in Prague, Czechoslavakia, in memory of Jan Palach, the
student who killed himself to protest the
1968 Soviet-led invasion. Also, the government announced the dismantling of
the secret police.
GROUPS GET NEWSPAPERS:
The Communist Party in Bulgaria, in a
concession to the fledglingopposition,
has agreed to allow democratic groups to
publish theirown newspaper. Groups were
denied access to radio and TV.
ISRAEL PROBE UNDER FIRE:
A United Nations official suggested
Israel's army is stalling in its investigation of a complaint that soldiers stripped a
9-year-old Palestinian boy, hanged him
by his heels and beat him for three hours.
DRUG WAR PLANS NOT READY:
Defense Secretary Richard Cheney
says plans to expand the U.S. military's
role in the drug war are not yet ready to be
unveiled. He expects to announce them
by the end of the month. The plans ran into
trouble when Colombia said it did not
want U.S warships patrolling its coast.
President Bush is to attend a drug summit
between the United States, Peru, Bolivia
and Colombia Feb. 15.
International News Briefs
©Copyright 1990, USA TODAY/
Apple College Information
Network.

Gorbechev losing reign over Soviet Union
©Copyright 1990,USATODAY/Apple
College Information Network.
WASHINGTON — In sending fresh
troops to quell a bloody civil war in the
southern Soviet Union, Mikhail Gorbachev
shows a new toughness that makes it plain
both his and his country's future are at stake.
"He can't afford to get the reputation of a
wimp" with breakaway republics, said leading Soviet analyst Jerry Hough. "If he's a
wimp, he's gone."
Hough, director of the center for EastWest trade and Investment at Duke University, predicted "Gorbachev's not going to let
any of the republics go. I think he will outlaw
secession and will use 'security forces' to
bring back 'law and order.' "
After weeks of talk, Gorbachev seems to
be trading rhetoric for muscle to try to solve
a jigsaw puzzle of ethnic and religious hatreds and rebellions surviving since Lenin's
time. Without a crackdown, he may face a
national breakdown.
Responding swiftly to the violence in the
Caucasus, the Soviet Presidium declared a
state of emergency while the Kremlin dispatched security troops, combat helicopters
and paratroopers.
Prime Minister Nikolai Ryzhkov reportedly told a Norwegian broadcaster that, if
needed, the Soviet army will move into the
southern republics of Armenia and Azerbaijan.
Hough and other analysts argue that Gorbachev isn't about to let the Soviet republics
break off from Moscow in the same fashion
that six East Bloc satellites—Poland, Czechoslovakia, Hungary, East Germany, Bulgaria
and Romania — fell away in 1989.
"Between now and the local elections in
March, he'll wrap himself in the flag and
warn that he cannot risk secession," Hough
said.
Gorbachev faces intensifying crises in
Lithuania and the mountainous Caucasus
region in what seems a never-ending round
of trouble on the edges of the empire.
The blood-soaked civil war in the south
and political rebellion in the northern Baltic
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states present Gorbachev a stern challenge.
The empire has been held together by force
since the 19th century, even before the czars
were overthrown by the communist revolution.
The Soviet Union contains 15 republics,
more than 100 nationalities and countless
languages, religions and religious offshoots.
In Lithuania, 3.6 million are threatening
to break away from Moscow, though Gorbachev warned late last month that "secession is to blow apart the union, to pit peoples
against one another and sow discord, bloodshed and death."
Wrapping up a three-day visit to Lithuania Sunday, Gorbachev indicated he will
not stand still for its secession but did not
make it clear whether he would use force to
stop it.
Now, in still another threat to secession,
the Armenian republic and its 3.4 million
people are in a pitched battle with about twice
their number in the Azerbaijan republic. Both
claim the Nagorno-Karabakh region, controlled by the Azerbaijanis but largly inhab-

ited by Armenians.
As he confronts the crises, Gorbachev is
talking tougher while seeking accommodation in a "federation" that would be looser
than the current arrangement.
A federation, he said Sunday in Lithuania,
would be "the second wind of socialism"
with the alternative "the union's disintegration on ethnic grounds."
History thought dead for a century is
coming back to haunt the Soviets.
The atrocities and gunbattles pitting Christian Armenians against Moslem Azerbaijanis
occur in the center of an arc of hatreds kept
cool by force and subjugation for more than
a century. That arc today stretches from Yugoslavia through Bulgaria into the Caucusus
and through Turkey and into Lebanon—extraordinary bitterness that Hough says "just
won't go away."
Almost as soon as the Communist regime
of Todor Zhivkov was overthrown in Bulgaria last year, many of the 8 million ethnic
Bulgarians moved to throw out the 1.5 million ethnic Turks.
In Yugoslavia, old enmities among Serbs,
Croats and Slovenes once again divide a
country held together by the force of Tito's
dictatorship until his death in 1980.
But now in the Soviet Union, these old
hatreds have spawned brutal ax-murders,
beheadings and the killings of unarmed
women and children.
Ethnic and religious hatreds forcibly suppressed since before the Bolshevik takeover
in 1917 are reviving in many corners, much
as they did in the last days of the British
Empire. (Even as the British prepared to give
up control of India in 1946-47, hundreds of
thousands died in Hindu-Moslem riots.)
The question for Gorbachev is whether
the Armenian-Azerbaijani fighting portends
similar strife across the broad southern band
of the Soviet Union.
"It's a hell of a mess to sort out now," said
Paul Henze, a national security affairs expert
under former President Carter.

U.S. policy toward China uncertain
©Copyright 1990,USATODAY/Apple
College Information Network
Congress is putting on the gloves for a
brawl with President Bush over U.S. policy
toward China.
Among the first items of business when
Congress reconvenes Jan. 23:
—A push to override Bush's veto of a bill
extending U.S. visas for Chinese students.
—Efforts to enact sanctions in protest
over China's continuing repression, despite
the lifting of martial law in Beijing.
Bush imposed sanctions after the Chinese
government's crackdown on students in June,
subsequently easing bans on sales of satellites to China and loans and guarantees.
Many in Congress believe it's too early to
lift sanctions because few freedoms are yet
available in China.
Laws against strikes, public gatherings
and demonstrations remain on China's books

despite the end of nearly eight months of
martial law.
Chinese authorities' continuing repression of dissent "reinforces our argument,"
says Rep. Nancy Pelosi, D-Calif., author of a
bill that would waive a U.S. requirement that
Chinese students return home for two years
when their visas expire.
Passage of the law, vetoed by Bush in
November, will "send a very clear message
to the people in Beijing that there has to be
some change in the way they treat their people
if there's to be continued opening up," Pelosi
says.
Sen. Paul Simon, D-Ill., says he "welcomes" the end to martial law, "but it is not
satisfactory in terms of really, substantively
easing and improving relations. We have to
send a stronger signal to China than we've
been sending.
The White House on the whole Chinese

question has been, frankly, very anemic in
standing up for freedom."
He'll also back the move to extend
student's visas: "Whether it's a veto override
or new legislation, I'll be for it. They (the
Chinese) have to understand that conduct
like that in Tiananmen Square is conduct the
international community — and particularly
the United States —just doesn't tolerate."
Gerritt Gong, director of Asian studies at
Washington's Center for Strategic and International Studies, fears that the conflict could
end nearly two decades of unified policy
toward China. "My concern is that it not
become a partisan issue now."
Democratic consultant Frank Mankiewicz
predicts the override vote will be "overwhelming. It's going to be tough for the
president. He's going to get rolled on the
override—and then there will be sanctions."

Heart disease may be preventable in childhood
©Copyright 1990, USA TODAY/Apple
College Information Network
SAN ANTONIO — A major new study
offers the strongest evidence yet that heart
disease prevention should begin in early childhood — particularly with diet.
The study, presented Monday at the Ameri-

can Heart Association science writers forum
here, firmly establishes high cholesterol levels and smoking as risk factors for heart disease in people as young as 25.
The study is the strongest yet to support
the idea that prevention of heart
disease should begin in early childhood

— particularly with diet, says Dr.
Myron Weisfeldt, president of the American Heart Association.
Though restricting fat in kids' diets at a
very early age is controversial,

see Diet, page 11
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National
Briefs
GOVERNMENT DROPS CHARGES:
The U.S. Government has agreed to drop
drug money laundering charges against the
Luxemburg-registered Bank of Credit and
Commerce International for guilty pleas
by two of its subsidiaries and the bank's
submission tostrict compliance procedures.
The government will confiscate $14.8
million in bank assets - allegedly laundered
money that passed though the bank's accounts.
FIRST FEMALE BRIGADIER GENERAL:
Col. Marcelite Harris, 47, is the first
black woman to reach the rank of brigadier
general in the Air Force. A Houston native
and graduate of Spelman College in Atlanta, Harris wanted to become an actress,
but had to find a job while she was waiting
for the spotlight to call.
FIRMS' CHEMICALS DEPLETE
OZONE:
Most U.S. firms are using ozone-eating
chemicals even though the erosion allows
in more harmful ultraviolet sunlight, said
the Natural Resources Defense Council on
Tuesday. Findings: 200 of 3,014 firms reported cuts in ozone-depleting chemicals
between 1987 and 1988.
DUKAKIS APOLOGIZES TO ALL:
Michael Dukakis apologized to Massachusetts and his family Tuesday for dragging them down the rough presidential
campaign road. Dukakis said the campaign
cost him the bond he had between the
citizens of his state, and that the demands
made a major impact on his family, especially his wife, Kitty, who entered an alcoholism treatment clinic after his defeat.
SAM WALTON HAS CANCER:
Sam Walton, 71, founder of Wal-Mart,
sent a memo to all of his stores
Wednesday saying he has multiple myeloma, a form of bone cancer. Walton has
undergone chemotherapy and radiation
treatment, and says he feels much better.
Walton has had leukemia since 1982.
NASA NAMES NEW ASTRONAUTS:
NASA named 23 new astronaut candidates Wednesday. Eileen Collins, 33, of
Elmira, N. Y., is one of five women chosen.
She is a major in the Air Force and the first
woman to be picked as a shuttle co-pilot.
HOTELS TO OFFER SPECIAL
MENUS:
To meet the needs of the over-50 population, hotels will begin providing
menus for restricted diets, specially
equipped sports facilities, specially
designed bathrooms and 24-hour medical
staffs, the Hotel and Travel Index
reports. Industry experts say people in the
over-50 group will spend $32
million on travel in 1990.
U.S. IMPORTS ALMOST HALF OF
OIL:
The United States imported 46 percent of
its oil in 1989, the highest level since 1977.
U.S. crude-oil production fell by 6.8 percent, to 7.5 million barrels aday in 1989, its
lowest level in more than 25 years, according to the American Petroleum Institute.
Analysts say increased demand for the
limited pool of foreign oil is setting higher
price stage.

FARES TO FALL AS FUEL COSTS
DO:
In an annual forecast of the airline
industry, George James, president of
Airline Economics Inc., says fuel prices
are about 90 cents a gallon, up 30
cents from a year ago. If prices remained
at that level all year, the
industry's cost would rise by about $5
billion. But James predicts that fares will
fall slightly as fuel prices decline in the
spring.

National News Briefs
©Copyright 1990. USA TODAY/
Apple College Informal!""

Mad dads tackle crime in Nebraska
©Copyright 1990, USA TODAY/Apple
College Information Network.
OMAHA, Neb. — LaFayette Nelson
makes the rounds nightly of a crime-infested
section of town he calls "a killing ground."
He and other Mad Dads — a group started
seven months ago by black men—hope their
presence will curb the influence of gangs,
drugs and despair that traditional law enforcement and social agencies have failed to
stem.
But as they tackle crime, they say, they
also are tackling an image problem—proving it's "not true that we're all pimps and hustlers," says Mad Dad John Foster.
"For too long, it was the strong black
women who were up front while we were silent," Foster says. "We'd become almost extinct."
Mad Dads now has more than 450 volunteers of all races in Omaha. On Feb. 11, a new
chapter opens in Denver and interest has been
expressed in cities including Boston, San
Francisco, Seattle, Miami, Albuquerque,
N.M., Des Moines, Iowa, Providence, R.I.,
and Washington.
The group gets high marks from law enforcement officials and civic leaders.
"Any time you've got adults being concerned and making their presence
visible, that has to have a positive effect,"
says Pitmon Foxall, Omaha director of pub-

lie safety.
Marguerita Washington, publisher of the
Omaha Star, a black newspaper, says, "Many
young people are going to them and seeking
the advice of these men."
But Mad Dads has been criticized, too, as
a potential vigilante force and as a pawn of
the police department, whose relations with
the city's black community have been rocky
for years. One organization — Mothers
Against Drunk Driving — filed a federal suit
against Mad Dads, charging the group with
taking a similar name and trying to piggyback on the national recognition MADD has
achieved.
Mad Dads—an acronym for Men Against
Destruction/Defending Against Drugs and
Social Disorder—started in May when gang
members beat John Foster's son after they
tried to steal his Jeep. Foster went looking for
the assailants.
"I thank God I didn't find them," says
Foster, 44, a tall, powerfully built city worker.
"Somebody would have died or got hurt real
bad."
When he cooled down, he talked to a
friend, Eddie Staton, and a group of ministers
about what they could do. Mad Dads was
formed.
"We are just parents — men standing up
and saying we are not going to be intimidated
by 15-, 16- and 20-year-old boys," Foster

says.
The group — which started sponsoring
community celebrations, painting over graffiti and patrolling streets — now has much
grander plans for a free drug-treatment program, a job-training operation and a "surrogate dad" program.
The surrogate dad program would hire unemployed black men, train them in parenting
skills and assign them to homes where no
adult male is present. The group is trying to
get state funding.
Staton, the president of Mad Dads, says
trying to curb gangs is an empty gesture unless young men can be offered an alternative.
"The first thing a kid will ask is, 'Can you
help me get a job if you don' t want me selling
drugs?'" says Staton, a former director of the
Omaha Human Relations Department.
A couple of weeks ago, the house of one
Mad Dad member was peppered with bullets.
No one was home, and Nelson does not think
the incident was connected to Mad Dads. But
group members are aware of the risks.
"When we go out at night, we know we're
putting our lives on the line, but you don't
think about that," says Nelson, who heads
Mad Dads' security committee and is known
within the organization as "Captain."
"You think about doing something for the
kids. That's what this is all about."

Diet,
from page 10
the AHA recommends a low-fat, lowcholesterol diet beginning at age 3. It also
recommends never smoking, getting regular exercise and avoiding excessive alcohol.
Among the study's findings, presented
Monday at an AHA science writers forum:
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—By the late teens, fatty deposits are
well established in the arteries of a small but
significant percentage of people—deposits
large enough to begin narrowing the arteries.
—By age 25, people who smoke and
have high cholesterol levels have twice as
many artery deposits as people who don't
smoke and have normal cholesterol levels.
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—By ages 30-34, about 25 percent of
white males have fatty deposits in their
arteries.
"This is very important information, the
best ever to show a real relationship in
young people between atherosclerosis
(hardening of the arteries) and risk factors,"
said Dr. Myron Weisfeldt, AHA president.
The findings were made by examining
the arteries of about 300 young people who
died in accidents and by testing their blood
for cholesterol levels and evidence of smoking. The nationwide study, sponsored by the
National Heart, Lung and Blood Institute,
will continue until about 1,800 people have
been examined.
"The study is well on its way to confirming that heart disease begins in childhood,
advances rapidly in early adulthood and is
profoundly influenced by risk factors," says
study spokesman Dr. Henry McGill, scientific director of the Southwest Foundation
for Biomedical Research in San Antonio, a
participant in the 15-center study.
Other studies have shown that fatty deposits can be found as young as age 3 and
that these deposits can change into the
piaquES iliai Cause heart attacks and strokes
in adulthood.

Marcia Staimer, Gannett News Service

National standards for
drug testing unveiled
©Copyright 1990, USA TODAY/Apple
College Information Network
WASHINGTON — The first plan to
encourage drug testing in private workplaces
by establishing national standards for accuracy will be unveiled today.
The plan comes as 90,000 railroad employees Tuesday begin random drug testing
required by federal regulations.
"The timing is right," said former Surgeon
General C. Everett Koop, a supporter of the
bill. "The public is discouraged because we"re
not winning this war. The work place is one
of the best places to start."
The bill, sponsored by Sens. Orrin Hatch.
R-Utah, and David Boren. D-Okla.:
— Protects private businesses wanting to
test workers.

— Leaves it to employers as to what
action to take if a worker tests positive for
drug use.
— Sets certification standards for drugtesting labs — some of which have been
accused of being unfit.
"All clinical labs should be certified so
that tests are accurate and reliable," says
Hatch. "Employees must know that tests will
be done accurately."
Critics — like the ACLU — say the bill
encourages increased random drug testing at
the expense of workers' privacy and plan to
lobby against it.
The Bureau of Labor Statistics says only
3.2 percent of all private businesses now test
lor drugs — most because government contracts require it.
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Student Government
NEWS AND EVENTS

CLEM SON VM/VEftSITY SrVDEA/T GOI/fftA/MENT
?DRY CAMPUS?
IT'S YOU* CHOICE
Here's your chance to have your say in
Clemson's alcohol policy. If you don't decide,
it will be decided for you. On January 22,
there will be a presentation of Alcohol
Policy Recommendations in Til I man
Auditorium at 8:00pm. Students, be there
Monday and voice your opinions and ideas.
If your not there, don't say we never told you.
JUNIOR STAFF,
STUDENT GOVERNMENT INTERVIEWS
Junior Staff interviews for the 1990 Spring
Semester will be on Jan. 22 - 26. Schedules and
sign-up sheets will be available in the Student
Government Main Office next to Harcomb Dining
Hall during office hours (8am - 4:30pm). Junior
Staff is the branch of Student Government in
charge of informing about and recruiting new
and/or interested students into the different
departments and committees of Student
Government. Student Government is looking for
people that want to participate in a variety of
different projects, that have various interests and
talents, and, that want to get involved in activities
that benefit the student body as a whole. Come in
and sign-up for an interview even if you are not
sure where your interests lie. Find out for yourself.
Junior Staff, Student Government
159 Union Plaza, Clemson, SC
29634 • 656-2195

CONGRATULATIONS!!
Student Government would like to congratulate the new
members of the 1990 P/R Communications Committee:
1990 P/R Director: Josie Cruz
1990 Committee Members
Cheryl Ashley
Mendi Jordan
Kelli Petty
Lisa Stokely
Jennifer Thompson

Mark Holland
Dave Whorton
Rob Prinzo
Grant Duncan
Kevin Martin

SPECIAL THANK YOU
Student Government wishes to thank all the
administrators that participated in the First
Annual United Way Switch Day, sponsored
by Student Government. This event gave students
the chance to find out what the university
administrators actually do, and likewise the
administrators got the chance to experience a day
in the life of an average student. Thanks once
again for your support.
Max Lennon
Nick Lomax
Almeda Jacks
Troy La Forge
Bonnie Stevens
Verna Howell
Ryan Amacher
John Seketa
Ross Wilkinson
Jack Abraham
Ben Box
Chief Wardlaw

Ruth Lennon
Joy Smith
David Maxwell
Charles Jennett
Bill Pace
Dori Helms
Debbie Dubose
Aarrell Brown
Jay Gogue
Mark Eisengrein
Pam Kline
ARA Managers

CLUB REFUNDS
It's time for your club to get refunded for the next school year!
Club presidents, here are some important dates for you to remember:
January 24
Budget prep session, 6:30 in Senate Chambers
February 2
Budgets due, sign up for interview (in S.G. office)
February 3-24 Hearings (Sat. 10-4:00pm, Tuesdays 4-7pm)

Special thanks to the Clemson University
Athletic Department and the Alumni Association
for sponsoring this advertisement.
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Features
Environmental concerns demand tough decisions
from News Services
First there was Bhopal — with the fullcolor pictures in news magazines displaying
hundreds upon hundreds of dead bodies, lying
crumpled in the aftermath of the 1984 chemical poisoning in India. Then there was Chernobyl, the Soviet nuclear disaster that grew to
international proportions. And finally, in the
United States, the Exxon Valdez oil spill.
In the wake of these and other environmental disasters, a spirit of activism is on the
rise in America and promises to keep environmental issues on the front burner in the
90s, says Ben Dysart, Clemson University
professor of environmental engineering.
Dysart is also past president of the 5.8 million-member National Wildlife Federation.
"Everybody understands they have a stake in
this," he says.
"It used to be that we'd think of pollution
happening in a specific area, such as a lake or
a landfill," says Dysart. "Now we realize that
pollution may originate in one place and
wind up somewhere else."
The seriousness of environmental concerns in the 80s, he says, will demand some
tough decisions in the 90s.
But as environmental groups stridently
call for action, a Clemson University economist says it's important to look closely at
which actions have been effective in the past
two decades before implementing new policies for the 90s and beyond.
"In the past 20 years, we've seen all sorts
of new regulations and requirements for
environmental protection, but nothing consistent in terms of monitoring how effective
those rules have been," says Alumni Profes-

Professor Ben Dysart
sor Bruce Yandle.
Author of the new book "The Political
Limits of Environmental Regulation: Tracking the Unicorn," Yandle says the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency's low success
rate is tied to efforts by the U.S. Congress to
balance special interest demands.
Environmental protection, he says, would
best be handled on the state and local levels
where communities could determine how
best to respond to the priorities they establish.
"The EPA sets up standards for the 50
states — places as diverse as Montana, New
Jersey, South Carolina and California," says
Yandle. "And there are lots of good political
reasons for this. But common sense will tell
you that each of these states is vastly different and has distinct concerns and priorities in
regard to the environment."
Current environmental protection regula-

Alumni Professor Bruce Yandle
tions are based on a "command and control"
philosophy — that is, when regulations are
established they must be followed regardless
of the cost. While billions of dollars have
been spent on meeting those rules, little
monitoring and evaluation has been conducted to see if and how well the regulations
work.
In the meantime, about 30 percent of the
loss in industrial productivity in the United
States has occurred as a result of environmental and safety regulations over the past
20 years, Yandle says.
"I talk about the need to rethink the way
we go about regulating environmental protection, and people wonder, 'Where'd this
caveman come from?'" he says. "I know, at
the onset, it's not a popular position to take.
But you've got to look at the whole picture.
The regulations we have in place are nothing
without some sort of report card on how well

they work."
And Yandle says they aren't working
well at all.
While auto emissions have been reduced
dramatically and many industries operate
cleaner plants, federal regulations have not
independently improved overall environmental quality in the United States.
"Relative to what went on before the EPA
was established, we've been backsliding.
The record is not good," he says.
A 1979 review of progress in achieving
environmental goals by the U.S. General
Accounting Office found that 70 percent of
the emission sources in one region were not
in compliance with the law, according to a
report Yandle has compiled. In another region, 321 major sources of emissions were
not in compliance at the end of 1977, and no
action had been taken against half the firms.
In 1980, the EPA's Superfund was established to clean up at least 400 "orphaned"
hazardous waste sites across the country,
where the producer of the waste was no
longer on the scene. To date, only 28 of them
have been cleaned, Yandle notes.
"And the fact of the matter is that many of
these hazardous sites pose a relatively low
risk to the public — when you compare them
to other environmental hazards, like radon
pollution," he says.
And to complicate matters, the lawsuits
that have been filed as a result of Superfund
cleanup procedures have ultimately cost the
public million of dollars, says Yandle. "Huge
amounts ofmoney have been spent in litigation — enough money to have cleaned up 50

See Environment, page 14

Economics will fuel race issues
from News Services
Whether you're yellow, red, black
or white, the color that will matter most
to all races in the 1990s will be green—
as in the color ofmoney, says a Clemson
University researcher.
"Economic issues will be the guiding force in race relationships in the
1990s," predicts Herman G. Green,
director of Clemson's Center for the
Study of the Black Experience in
Higher Education.
Economic concerns are already the
root cause of many racial incidents,
says Green, citing as an example the
violence that involved hundreds of
black college students gathered in Virginia Beach, Va., for the Labor Day
weekend.
"The merchants there weren 't making enough money from the students,
and they felt the presence of so many
students was limiting the access of
regular customers," says Green. Thus,
he says, economic friction sparked the
riots, looting, and clashes that marred
this year's traditional tribute to the
nation's work force.
In the '90s, all races will worry
more about staying afloat in the economic mainstream than about pursu-

ing racial equality as a moral right,
says Green.
"A lot people, including blacks,
have shifted into aconservative mode,"
he says. "They've learned not to look
to the federal government for solutions
to all of their problems, and they are
developing pragmatic positions, based
both on ideals and on a willingness to
compromise."
This approach likely will work better in the South than in other parts of
the country, says Green, a Jacksonville, Fla., native who joined Clemson
in July after 16 years of teaching and
research in Illinois and Ohio.
"In the South, people talk to each
other more," he says. "They have a
history of talking to each other, even if
they disagree. And that helps make
progress.
"The controversial news in the '90s
will probably come from other parts of
the country, especially from large urban areas."
Green says he hopes Clemson's
year-old Center for the Study of the
Black Experience in Higher Education
will become known in 1990s as a reliable source of objective information
that will be used to help prevent controversies —wherever they occur —
from erupting into crises.
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Clean genes may be factor in hiring
from News Services
While the notion of getting a
job based on the cut of your genes
may sound a little far-fetched, it's
not out of the realm of possibility
for the 90s.
Clemson management professors Terry Leap and Michael Crino
say the technology already exists to
allow employers to dig into their
employees' genetic make-up.
"Employers in the 90s probably
will have access to technology
growing out of the drug-testing trend
of the late 80s," says Leap. "Only
this time, in addition to searching
for traces of illicit drugs, they might
look into your medical background
for things such as a history of heart
disease in your family or susceptibility to certain chemicals found on
the job."
On one hand, he says, such testing could keep insurance costs down
and perhaps even uncover important medical information for the
employee. Yetontheotherhand.it
could create a new form of discrimination.
"Genetic screening potentially
could exclude employees with expensive, pre-existing illnesses from
health insurance coverage and perhaps even from employment," he
says. "In addition, employees could
be penalized on their premiums simply because they smoke or are overweight."
Leap and Crino, co-authors of
the recent textbook "Personnel/
Human Resource Management,"
say businesses likely will provide
incentives for employees to remain
healthy such as by providing free

memberships to in-house gyms or
to local health clubs and by reducing insurance rates for those who
adopt healthier lifestyles.
Other trends they foresee for the
workplace in the 90s are:
* People will work less. "Just as
'workaholism' was a trend of the
80s, so will the need for greater
personal time become a trend of the
90s," says Leap.
* Employers will divide fulltime jobs among several employees (job sharing) and will hire more
temporary employees.
* Employers will allow more
flexible work schedules (such as
punching in and out an hour earlier
or working four nine-hour-long days
with the fifth day off, for example).
Some employees may even work at
home by computer, actually visiting the workplace only once or twice
a week.
* Elder care will join child care
as a top employee concern. "Employers will provide these benefits
because they attract and retain
quality employees while allowing
tax deductions as necessary business expenses," says Crino.
* The workforce of the 90s will
reflect roughly equal numbers of
women and men (up from 47 percent women in the 80s). Although
more minorities, especially blacks,
will be hired into more middlemanagement jobs, top management
will continue to be dominated by
white, middle-aged males.
* Employers will train employees more extensively. "Employers
will adopt more comprehensive job
training, covering a range of skills
from basic reading, writing and

math instruction to social and people
skills, such as how to speak to and
deal with customers." says Crino.
* Companies will move from
cities to more rural environments,
"especially now that most of their
business dealings can be conducted
by computer," says Crino. The
incentives, he says, are lower labor
costs and real estate taxes for companies and shorter commutes and
more free time for workers.
* Employers will pay greater attention to the look of the workplace.
"Management will place greater importance on the physical design and
layout of the workstation and on the
nature of machines people will be
using," says Crino. "It's no longer a
matter of simply putting new technology into the old workplace."
* The workplace will become
less inhibited. "There will be a
wider tolerance fordifference," says
Crino. Longer hair and more casual
clothing will be accepted as long as
employees continue to meet the
company's standards of being wellgroomed and well-hygened, he says.
* Mergers will continue to run
rampant until Congress or state governments stop them. "Companies
are wasting valuable resources
fighting takeovers instead of producing goods and services," says
Leap.
* Loyalty to employers will
continue to decline. "There is no
longer a 'family' feeling at work,"
says Leap. "The iook-out-for-number-one' attitude will continue to
develop throughout the 90s, especially as workers develop a sharper
awareness of pay equity within the
company."
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NAVY NURSE
FAR AND AWAY ONE OF
BEST JOBS AROUND.
You can really go far as a Navy nurse. Naples,
Bermuda and Hawaii are just a few of the locations
you could be assigned after your first tour of duty.
And as a Navy nurse, you're also a Navy officer.
You'll work in a professional environment with
excellent opportunities for career advancement.
Earn a top salary with comprehensive benefits.
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Environment

from page 13

sites," he says.
But the costs at home don' t begin
to speak to the bigger picture: How
will global environmental issues—
acid rain, global warming, rain
forest depletion — be dealt with?
From an economist's standpoint,
Yandle says tying trade-offs together is one way to get the job
done. "If we were to erase Brazil's
U.S. debt and in return get an agreement that they wouldn't torch any
more of the Amazon basin, that
could be a very fair trade. They get
what they want; we get what we
want."
Says Dysart: "We're already
making some strides in leadership.
The President casts himself as an
environmentalist, and that's a good
sign."
Dysart says he was also encouraged that President Bush took William Reilly, the head of the EPA,
with him to the economic summit

in Paris last summer. "That was
evidence that global environmental
issues are a huge universal concern."
Yet, in the wake of bureaucratic
entanglements, court battles and environmental rhetoric, what does the
next decade hold in store?
"Today the emphasis almost everywhere is on waste reduction. It's
a win-win proposition, better for
the environment than traditional
command and control. And it's a lot
more effective. That's good news
for the public, industry and government."
In the meantime, the new public
initiative, he says, will be the key to
changing attitudes held by state and
federal officials. "We have an educated and aware general public that
realizes the importance of sensible
environmental protection and resource conservation. And politicians must realize that the public
wants something done."

Page 15

Computer advances foreseen for 90's
from News Services
CLEMSON, S.C. — "Welcome to Clemson University for
fall semester 1991. We hope you
brought your personal computer.
Do make sure that you get the
latest editions of your computer
disk textbooks and please don't
lose your smart card.'"
For college students in the
1990s, the terms supercomputer,
microcomputer, electronic mail
and "smart cards" are destined to
become as familiar as drop-add
and end-of-semester finals.
Personal computers (PCs), also
known as microcomputers, will
play a major role on the campus of
the next decade, says Smith. PCs
are those small computers that
adorn classrooms and offices today much like the common typewriter did just a few years ago. "A
survey conducted three years ago
showed that 6 percent of the students on the Clemson campus

owned microcomputers, and I'll
bet that figure is much higher
now," says Smith. It will continue
to sky-rocket, he adds.
With the increasing number of
students owning computers, Smith
sees the possibility of some campus computer labs eventually
being reduced or phased out.
And as more students get their
own microcomputers, electronic
mail is certain to become a standard educational tool. Electronic
mail, he says, is a potential way
for students to receive and turn in
assignments. "In this scenario,
faculty members would e-mail
their assignments to the students.
The student would do the assignment and e-mail it back to the
teacher."
Anothertechnological advance
that could affect students is the
"smart card," a computer card
similar to an automated teller card
or student meal card. A magnetic

strip on the back of the card stores
information about the student, such
as academic records, fees paid,
medical history and other data.
"It-would work like this —
when the card is scanned through
a computer, information about the
student could be read from the
magnetic strip or even stored
there," says Smith.
Using the "smart card," a student could charge his purchases at
the bookstore or obtain a ticket for
a football game. When the student
visits the medical center or an academic adviser, a printout of each
pertinent record could be made by
scanning the card.
"While these ideas may only
be predictions," says Smith, "current computing trends seem to
suggest that in the next 10 years
students at most universities may
be exposed to these — and other
— types of exciting computer
advances."
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Education
facing
tough
challenges
from News Services
Through innovative teaching
techniques, math students in S.C.
public schools are learning how to
determine percentages of AIDS
cases in Uganda, how fast the
world's population is growing, and
how to calculate saturated fat calories in certain foods.
It's all part of a push by Clemson
University's Center of Excellence
in Mathematics and Science Education to integrate problem solving
into elementary and secondary math
and science education.
"We're addressing acrisis," says
John Luedeman, director of the
center. "American school children
rank at the bottom in math and
science test scores when compared
to students from other technologically developed countries. In acountry that relies more and more heavily on high-tech industry, we can't
sit back and allow this to continue."
A 1989 report by the National
Academy of Science's research
council warns Americans that their
"children are at risk.. .Moststudents
leave school without sufficient
preparation in mathematics to cope
either with on-the-job demands for
problem-solving or with college
requirements for mathematical literacy."
It is a crisis that must be addressed in the coming decade, says
John Kenelly, alumni professor of
mathematical sciences at Clemson
University and interim director of
nation's Advanced Placement program for the College Board.
Unprepared and underprepared
graduates are "seriously eroding our
economic strength," he says. "The
social cost of dropouts and individuals with inadequate educational
skills is hitting us in the bottom
line."
American Association for the
Advancement of Science President
Walter Massey underscores the
concern in an essay in the September 1989 issue of Science magazine. "The Japanese now control
more than 50 percent of the world's
semiconductor industry and about
90 percent of the world market in
dynamic random memories, which
some argue are the guts and muscle
of the microchip industry."
On the basis of trend, he says,
"the National Science Foundation
projects a cumulative shortball of
more than 400,000 college degrees
in science and engineering by the
year 2006."
Aside from ongoing programs
to improve elementary and secondary students' math and science
skills, what will it take to pull the
nation back up to a competitive
position educationally?
A change in attitudes, says
Kenelly and other educators.
"We've still got to convince the
nation's leaders that math and science education.are fundamentally
important to U.S. economics."
While students must take English and literature courses each year
throughout their high-school careers, they can get by with the bare
minimum of math and science.
"Americans tend to think people
do well in math because they're
gifted. Kids in other industrialized
countries do well because they're
expected to," he says. "We need to
start giving math and science equal
treatment with literature and English."
Parents don't help by passing
along their own "horror" stories of
the math and science classes they
took—stories that balloon in the
minds of the children, prejudicing
them against the subjects.
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CASH IN
ON GOOD GRADES
If you're a freshman or sophomore with good
grades, apply now for a three-year or two-year
scholarship. From Army ROTC.
Army ROTC scholarships pay tuition, most
books and fees, plus $100 per school month. They
also pay off with leadership experience and officer
credentials impressive to future employers.

ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.

To find out more call Capt. Ben Ivey at 656-3107

Train with the Professionals!
It's no coincidence. We have trained professional football players, baseball
players and EVERY Miss South Carolina winner for the last 6 years!

Clemson

Nautilus
We are located in the Clemson Shopping Center next to Garrett's clothing store.
Call us or come see us today! 654-3066 or 654-3178.
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Entertainment
Queen Latifah rap debut
benefits from guest artists
by Terry Manning
interim entertainment editor
All Hail The Queen is the
debut release from Queen Latifah,
the newest lady rapper to lay claim
to rhyme supremacy. Produced in
large part by DJ Mark the 45 King,
the album is basically standard hiphop done in a clean, professional
manner. The real highlights of this
collection come when the Queen
joins up with some of the more
innovative rappers on the scene.

album review
The Prince Paul-produced De
La Soul collaboration, "Mama Gave
Birth to the Soul Children," is an
above average, sample-heavy lilt.
The fellows bring all the daisy-age
inventiveness and humor that permeates their own music, mix it with
Latifah' s hip-hop flavorings and end
up with a track that stands out from
the rest.

Stetsasonic' s Daddy-O shows
up on "The Pros," a tune that uses
the bass riffs from Miles Davis'
"Backyard Ritual" to back up reggae-style lyric trade-offs. The liberal use of Davis' funk-jazz track
makes this, too, a cut that immediately rises from the mix.
London's Monie Love guests
on "Ladies First," a declaration of
the black woman's important role
in the history of Afro-Americans.
Perhaps the best aspect of this song
is the fact that it is pro-woman without resorting to "Thanks for My

Child"-type anti-male messages.
Hopefully, some of De La
Soul and Daddy-O'soriginality and
cleverness will rub off and result in
the Queen's forming a more crea-

What news will the Nineties have for us?
Much of the literature in
the past few weeks has been
retrospective, looking at the
eighties and trying to figure out
exactly what the heck happened.
This week, I declare an official
end to the eighties evaluation
period and offer my predictions
for the nineties. After all, who
do those tabloid clairvoyants
think they are anyway, hogging
all the action in forecasting?
At some point in the next
ten years, scientists will run tests
and prove beyond a reasonable
doubt that Milli Vanilli are indeed the Most Talentless Act in
the music world. Paula Abdul
and Poison will dispute their
findings, claiming that they
deserve the title, but the researchers will point to Abdul's dancing and the fact that at least
Poison can almost play theninstruments as factors losing
them the title.
Kids will accidentally
catch showings of TNT's cartoon hour and realize that someone at ABC-TV is cutting their
Bugs Bunny and Road Runner

And in this corner.
Terry Manning
interim
entertainment editor
cartoons to shreds. Despite press
releases explaining that it was done
to protect them from unnecessary
violence, those little buggers are
going to be...peeved, shall we say.
Forget Rushdie running from the
Nation of Islam; imagine the terror
of a nation of five- to ten-year olds
wearing Yosemite Sam masks
storming the studios of ABC. It'll
be a rootin' tootin' time for sure,
pardners.
At some point in the late
Nineties, Michael Jackson will be
photographed in disguise as himself, circa 1980.
Spike Lee will write, direct
and star in the feature-length movie,
"The Angriest Under-Six-Feet Tall
Black Man in America." The soundtrack will feature the Public Enemy
hit, "Find A White Guy and Kick
Him Dead Square in the Butt."
Yeaaaaah, boy-ee!!

"Married... With Children"
will knock "Cosby" and "Roseanne"
off the top of the Nielsens. No joke
here.
Somebody at Fox or
Showtime will cancel the "Garry
Shandling Show" after realizing that
Garry Shandling is actually the first
guy too ugly to be funny.
David Letterman will walk
off the set of his late-night talk
show, muttering something about
"those freakin' network weinies."
"The Wonder Years'" Fred Savage
will temporarily fill-in as host, being
replaced after the audience notices
that his primary talent is cocking
one eyebrow higher than the other.
Paul Shaffer, sporting silver locks
to his shoulders, will become the
regular host.
Clemson University might
actually do something for the student body. (Where that came from,
I'm not sure. Seems so unlikely.)
CBS and NBC will be found
guilty of antitrust violations with
the costs of buying sports coverage
rights. ESPN, in an effort to delete
"Scandinavian Pro-Am Moose
Wrestling" from its prime-time

New bestseller looks at inflence of Isreali PAC
by Andrew Cauthen
editor-in-chief
When a political action committee is so powerful that it is able
to stifle "free speech nationally on
one controversial topic- the Middle
East- all free speech is threatened."
That's what former Illinois
Congressman Paul Findley states in
his best-seller, They Dare To Speak
Out: People and Institutions Confront Israel's Lobby.
When one of his constituents
was jailed in South Yemen in 1974,
Findley traveled to the Arab country and secured the release of the
individual. Upon his return, Findley became a source of advice to
the U.S. government on dealing
successfully with Middle East leaders. In his book Findley details how
a seemingly omnipotent pro-Israel
lobby intimidtes and unseats those
who dare to speak out against
America's Middle East policy.
In fact, Findley says "it is no
overstatement to say that the American Israel Political Action Committee (AIPAC) has effectively gained
».
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Hill's action on Middle East policy.
AIPAC is Washington's principal

book review
pro-Israel lobby.
Findley states that "many
Congressmen are embarrassed at
the high level of aid" Israel receives-about one fourth of all U.S. foreign aid-"-and feel uncomfortable
being rcorded as favoring it. But,
intimidated by Israel's friend
[AIPAC], they are even less comfortable being recorded in opposition." Most Congressmen, fearing
pressure from the group, "carefully
avoid statements or notes that might
be viewed as critical of Israel."
According to Andrew I.
Killgore, a former U.S. ambassador
to Qatar, AIPAC stifles 'honest
discussion of the U.S.-Israel relationship in Washington and on college campuses, editorial boards,
state houses, city halls and interreligious councils." According to
the book, "whenever anti-Israel or
pro-Arab expressions appear, the
lobby's response is usually prompt
and overwhelming. The aim is to
protect Israel from all criticism, but
the tactics go beyond legitimate
response to argument. They are

varied and sometimes ugly: smear
and innuendo, complaints to superiors at the workplace, mention in
published 'enemies lists,' ostracism,
hate mail, anonymous phone calls,
threats to one's personal safety, and,
in a few cases, physical attacks."
One of the lobby's favorite
tactics is to characterize those who
criticize Israeli policy as anti-Semitic. Findley states that "in its latest usage, the term anti-Semitic
stands stripped of any reference to
ethnic or religious descent, signifying nothing more than a refusal to
endorse all policy decisions of the
government of Israel."
In They Dare to Speak Out,
Findley is not on a personal vendetta to discredit the political action
committee that claims credit for
unseating him. He seeks and discovers how much influence AIPAC
has in Washington and the rest of
the U.S.
His direct access to top U.S.
governmment officials and foreign
heads of state lent themselves well
to the creation of this well-documented, easy to read, and most
enlightening book.

schedule, will be able to afford
more coverage of money sports
than it has previously.
Prince will release the sequel to "Purple Rain," titling it
"Funky-Colored Mud." The
soundtrack will feature the instrumental, "Words That Come
to Mind When I'm Not Thinking
of Sex." An instrumental, get it?
Never mind. And finally...
Ralph Bakshi'scartoon studios will produce "Freaky the
Pup," an animated series featuring drug abuse and sex so overt
that it will go right over the network censors' heads. Children
will notice the show while boycotting ABC. Adults will catch
on when the phrase, "Yo, baby,
wanna freak my pound puppy?"
becomes part of all the hip preteens' vocabulary.
The future does not necessarily hold some of the brightest
images we can envision, but it
won' t be as bad as we might think.
After all, Milli Vanilli's prizes
for Most Talentless will be
crewcuts and enforced three-year
stints at technical colleges.

tive mode of female point-of-view
hip-hop. Queen Latifah really may
become the new queen of rap, and
inplaces,A//HailTheQueen makes
a strong case for that happening.

AMA's to
spotlight Brown,
Abdul, Prince
by Terry Manning
interim entertainment editor
On the night of Monday, Jan.
22, ABC-TV will broadcast the
presentation of the American Music Awards. The broadcast is scheduled to begin at 8:00.
Paula Abdul, whose debut,
"Forever Your Girl," produced four
number one hits, and Bobby Brown
lead the list of nominees, being
nominated for several awards respectively. Brown saw his own
"Don't Be Cruel" LP go quintuple
platinum, earning it the designation
of top album of 1989.
A special award will go to
pop/funk mastermind Prince, who
is being lauded forhis contributions
to and influence on music in the last
decade. His "Purple Rain," the 1984
score to the hit movieof the same
name, was the one of the top-selling
soundtracks of the Eighties. His
most recent project was the soundtrack to "Batman."

Campus Happenings
HoltzendorffYMCA
Continuing through January 20th, "When
Harry Met Sally" will be shown at 7:00 and
9:15 p.m. Admission will be $1.75
On Jan. 21st, "Beaches," starring Bette
Midler and Barbara Hershey will be shown
at 7:00 and 9:15 p.m. Admission is free with
a Clemson University ID.
Beginning Jan. 25 , through Jan. 27, "Dead
Poets Society" will be shown at 7:00 and
9:15 p.m. Admission will be $1.75.

General
The Clemson University Union Special Events
committee will sponsor a comedy competition
open to all University students. Entry for the
event will be allowed until 5:00 p.m. the day of
the show.
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Coming to Edgar's, 1990...

GATLINBURG SKI TRIP
Feb.9-11
Cost: $45.00

I JAMES

includes 2 nights, lodging,
transportation & a meal

r-SOCIETY

Sign up at Info. Desk by Jan. 25
sponsored by Outdoor Recreation

Jan. 19 9pm
$2.00 at door

^^

J&

TheJan.Medicine
Men
25 9pm $3.00 at door «
song list includes: REM, Stones, INXS, Kinks, U2,
the Producers and more

^»—nuniiini—*-

-»

\

^■■riiiiniriiiMt^

Feb. 1 9pm
$2.00 at door
KRUSHTQN

Fat Stinking Belgium Bastards
Feb. 2 9pm
$2.00 at door

A Soldier's Play
presented by Daedelus Productions
in Tillman Auditorium
on Thursday, Feb.l
at 8:00 pm
Cost: Students & Senior Citizens - $6.00
Public $8.00

HOW TO BECOME THE FUNNIEST COLLEGE STUDENT
IN AMERICA IN THREE MINUTES:
• Prepare a hilarious three minute comedy routine. (Clean, of course!)
• Win Your Campus Competition (At the time and place listed below)
• Be judged the best in the U.S.A. by Jerry Seinfeld, National Judge
THE PRIZES ARE NOTHING TO LAUGH AT
• Certs Mints will take the regional winners on a Trip to Daytona Beach
during Spring Break to perform for vacationing students, and that winner
will go to New York City to perform at a famous comedy club.
• Get a U.S. College Comedy T-Shirt.
IF YOU'RE NOT COMPETING, COME BY JUST FOR LAUGHS
Location

EDGAR'S

Audience Time:

9PM

Date:

January 29

Competitors Time:

8PM

AWHRegions- SC, NC. VA, TN. KY

CAMPUS TOURNAMENTS
To Determine Regional Reps
(Who will travel, all expenses paid, to
Memphis State March 2-4 to compete)
• ONLY ror enrolled CU Students who have at least a 2.0 cumulative GPR

Men's 8-Ball - 3 Reps
Begins: Tuesday, January 23, 6:45pm
Final Matches: Wednesday, January 24
$3 Entry / *Slgn up & practice 5:45pm

Sign up at Information Desk by Jan. 29th
for more information call 656-2461
sponsored by Special Events Committee

Women's 8-BALL -

I

Rep

Wednesday, January 24, 7pm
$2 Entry / *Slgn up & practice 6pm

Movies: Y-theater
MM
1

HO

r\r\

Beaches

jan. io-^u

Jan. 21

7&9:15

7 & 9:15

$1.75

Free with Univ. ID

"ABLE-SOCCER - 2 Reps
Monday, January 29. 7pm
$2 Entry/ *Slgn up & practice 6pm

MM

^A.

■*■* ■
UJ(*J

BOWL I NG ~ Selection of a 4-member Team (2 men/2 women) Tor
the Recreation Division (ONLY for NON-Members of YABA & those
who have never bowled on an Intercollegiate team)
• Sign up now available at Games Area Desk
• Bowl 12 games by the end of January on:
Mondavs R^n-m^~~
Wednesdays 4:30-10:45pm
• $5 Entry (.25 per g3me/$3 ♦ $2 Prize Fund)
*Free Shoes
• Total Pins/Best IC CU! of 12 Games determines top 4 winners
Union GAMES AREA

J
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Medical Students

New alternative releases
compiled by Michael Doyle
special to The Tiger
Dramarama
Stuck in WonderamaLand
Various artistsRadio Tokyo Tapes
Volume 4: Women
Chameleon Records
Chameleon Records is still a
little-known label, but is certainly
doing a lousy job of staying unknown. If the folks in their Artists
and Repetoire department keep
signing artists like Mary's Danish, blues (and guitar in general)
great John Lee Hooker, and
Dramarama, then they'll ruin their
big secret; everyone will hear
about them, and they will be
making the fortune they deserve.
Dramarama are a particular
problem; these guys escape the
trap of a few really cool tunes accompanied by some merely listenable ones which held Mary's
Danish back.
Songs like "Last Cigarette" and
"70's TV" manage to rock infectiously while being humorous to
a point oftimes near hilarity.
"Perry Mason in a wheelchair,
man, I can't figure anything much
sadder. . . I get off watching 70's
TV. . . I fell in love with Laurie
on the Partridge Family." You
can dance to, play air guitar to,
and laugh at these songs with equal
fervor.
The Radio Tokyo Tapes series
is one of the more interesting series
of compilation albums around.
The tapes focus on artists who
have recorded at Radio Tokyo
Studios in L.A., including (on earlier albums) The Bangles, The
Minutemen, The Three O'Clock,
and many other big alternative
bands.
This volume of the series focuses on female or mostly female
artists. The owner and main producer of the studio feels that
"women are making some of the
best and most interesting music
around today," so he wanted to
put a large amount of that female
vibrancy and creativity in one
package. It definitely worked.
The Lovedolls, The Holy Sisters of the Gaga Dada, Salem 66,
and the other artists all have songs
of vary ing degrees of quality, oddity, creativity, and just plain weirdness, making the album entertaining both musically and from the
standpoint being off-the-wall.
So, with such fun and quality
combining in their releases, Chameleon is certainly going to have
to become more well-known and
successful. Resisting these records is not a wise idea. Well,
maybe all the good bands have
finished at Radio Tokyo and
Dramarama will break up and none
of the really great releases from
Chameleon will come out after
next year. Of course, I hope not.

Marillion
Season's End
Capitol Records
Season's End is Marillion's
first album without Fish (their
former lead singer/lyricist), and

most Marillion fans will immediately be disappointed by his replacement, Steve Hogarth. Fish
was an excellent singer with a
distinctive voice and style. Hogarth is a pop singer with nothing
to distinguish him from everyone
else who imitates the same people
he does.
This initial disappointment
swiftly grows less important, however, as the listener becomes disappointed instead with the pop
sound of the music. It seems that
the interesting sound which was
Marillion has gone.
Both of these observations are
a bit tinted by the magnificence
Marillion once achieved in the
ears of their fans, however. Many
new listeners will likely think
Season's End superior to Script
For a Jester's Tear, since it is
certainly easier to find a baser
musical attraction to. It has none
of the quirks and intensities and
imaginative qualities which made
earlier Marillion more intriguing
and therefore more difficult to

fully appreciate.
Old fans will eventually realize that the band was actually
moving in this direction from the
beginning. Their last studio
album, Clutching at Straws, is
definitely a logical musical predecessor for what this album sounds
like, and the two together shows
why Fish chose to leave. The
music is not bad, merely less
imaginative, and it is still structured similarly and performed as
well as always; the band certainly
have not lost their performance
skills.
So, while old fans should first
buy La Gazza Ladra (their live album), B-Sides Themselves (their
b-sides collected), and any other
old albums not in their collection,
Season's End is acceptable for
finishing off the set. Just listen to
it first and decide if you agree.
And of course, new fans presumably like the new stuff, so you
should already like the album;
but make sure you listen to the
classics as well.

/

Need cash? Can'tafford medical? Achievingyour
goal of becoming a physician can be a difficult and
costly task. The U.S. Navy Medical Corps has a
way for you to realize your ambition and relieve
you of the financial burden of your medical education. Call 1-800-922-2135 in SC or 1-800-845-5640 in
GA, M-F, 8:00 AM - 4:30 PM.

ENGINEERING GRADS:
START YOUR CAREER AT
THE TOP.

1

Train to be a nuclear engineer in the industry's
most compredensive program. Work with the
highest qualified personnel. State-of-the-art
technology. One year paid graduate level training.
Additional training graduate school opportunities.
Salary and benefits competitive with civilian work
force. Up to $44,000 after 5 years. Minimum
qualifications. BS or MS with calculus/physics
backgraoud. Be 26 years. Call Navy Management
Programs. For more information call: 1-800922-2135 in SC or 1-800-845-5620 in GA, M-F,
8:00 AM -4:00 PM

Befoi^youbuya typewriter
it pays to doyour homework.
0 ^000 Character Memory
0 24 Character Display
0 Insert
0 Spell-Right* 50;000 Word
Electronic Dictionary
0 Full-Line Correction
0 Correcting Cassette
0 Right Ribbon System""
0 WordFind'
0List
0 WordEraser9

Today's assignment is quite simple. And quite
rewarding. Just study the remarkable features of the
Smith Corona XD 5600 and compare them with
other typewriters.
After all, how many comparably priced typewriters give you word processing capabilities like
Display and Memory, so you can edit, revise and
make your work letter pertect. And try and find the
Spell-Right* 50,000 word Electronic Dictionary

0 Auto Center/Return
0 Relocate
0 Auto Underscore
0 End of Page Warning
0 Dual Pitch
0 Bi-Directional Print
0 Stop Codes
0 Memory Battery Back-Up
0 Bold Print
0 Forward/Reverse Index
0 Auto Half-Space

or the exclusive fumble-free Correcting Cassette on
anything but a Smith Corona typewriter.
Though we've packed all these features into a
portable that weighs under 14 pounds, we've been
able to keep the cost equally Lightweight.
The versatile Smith Corona XD 5600. It makes

buying a typewriter

=nTT||jm SMITH

the easiest assignment sJIII UE CORONIV
TOMORROWS T6CHNOLOG Y
you'll ever have.

For more information on this product, write to Smith Corona Corporation, 65 Locust Avenue, New Canaan, CT 06340
or Smith Corona Canada, 440 Tapscott Road, Scarborough, Ontario, Canada M1B 1Y4

AT YOUR TOUCH"

I
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"We're not the
Beastie Boys!!"
Rappers demand respect based on
performance, not race
from press release
Def Jam Recordings act 3rd
Bass claims that reverse racism is
shooting their career in the foot.
"Every time we turn around some
ignorant new-jack is comparing us
to the Beastie Boys," said the
group's MC Serch in the wake of
the release of "Steppin' To The
A.M.," their first single. "It's the
biggest insult in the world to us."
Adds Prime Minister Pete
Nice, Serch's partner, "We're not
some played-out novelty act. We
both came up in the black community. We were schooled in the black
community, and we've been rapping for nearly a decade. We were
emceeing when the Beasties were
still punk-rockers. Comparing us to
them, just because we're white, is
[b.s.]. If we have to be compared to
anyone, compare us to respectable
artists: Rakim, Big Daddy Kane,
Slick Rick, the Jungle Brothers."
The fiery young rappers address these questions more formally
in various songs from their soon-tobe-released debut album, The Cactus Album. "Product of the Environment" puts it like this:
Pete: Unprotected, but respected for my own self/Because of

talent, not shade or nothin' else/ A
time of tension, racially fenced-in/
I came off...
Serch: ...and all the brothers
blessed him.

Congratulations
New Initiates of
Kappa Alpha Theta
Pledge Class 1989

We love you!

Russell Simmons, current
manager of 3rd Bass and former
manager of the Beastie Boys, has
chimed in with the following observation: "People should remember
that the Beasties were talented at
what they did and that they were a
legitimate act. But they were not
immersed in black culture the way
that Serch and Pete have been. The
difference between the two is that
the Beasties, typically, would go to
Led Zeppelin for their samples,
while 3rd Bass, typically, will go to
James Brown — and that's a big
difference."

BREAKAWAY
-FUGAZY TRAVELCan Help You Get-Away
CANCUN
7 Nights & Airfare
$479
JAMAICA
7 Nights & Airfare
$509
F. LAUDERDALE
7 Nights
$207
ORLANDO
7 Nights
$261
All prices based on Double Occupancy
Cruise

3rd Bass have also prepared a
little something especially for the
Beasties. As they put it on "Son's of
3rd Bass": Counterfeit style, born,
sworn and sold out, with high voice
distorted If a Beastowitz played
fetus, I'd have him aborted."

from
each with four persons

$274

MANY MORE AVAILABLE! CALL US TODAY!

Editor's Note:
This release was issued in
late in 1989. Since then, "The Cactus AIbum " has been released and is
available in most record shops in
our immediate area.

"Yourfirst stop to anywhere in the world"

654-3890 |1103TigerBlvd
Clemson, SC 29631

File

With Macintosh
you can even do this:
Macintosh*computers have always been easy to use. But they've never
been this easy to own Presenting The Macintosh Sale.
Through January 31, you can save hundreds of dollars on a variety
of Apple* Macintosh computers and peripherals.
So now there's no reason to settle for an ordinary PC. With The
Macintosh Sale, you can wind up with much more of a computer.
Without spending a lot more money

Saue
Saue fls... "
Print...

§§P

Quit

9§Q

The Macintosh Sale
Now thiough January 3L
Call The Micro Center
at 656-3714
C19S9AppkConfUer,lnc. A^.tbeAppkk^amtMtKmH^mngisu^^tmikmark
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Sports
Recruits told by coaches that
penalties will not be severe
byRhettBerger
staff writer
Once again the National Collegiate Athletic Association has accused the Clemson football program of violating NCAA rules concerning players and recruits.
Despite the departure of head
coach Danny Ford on Thursday,
the University still faces 14 alleagtions against the football program.
The allegations are the result of
the NCAA's preliminary investigation that began on Aug. 22,1989.
On Jan. 5 of this year, Clemson
President Max Lennon received the
NCAA's letter of official inquiry
from S. David Berst, assistant executive director for enforcement of
the NCAA.
The letter stated that the NCAA
had interviewed Clemson coaches,
recruits, employees and others, finding 14 alleged rule violations by the
Tiger football program. The alleged violations, occurring from
1984 to 1988, include payments to
players ranging from $15 to $150,
gifts of a cap and a sweatshirt, improper transportation of recruits,
meals given to recruits, improper

Allegations:
• Cash payments made to athetes, 1985.
• Cash payments made to athetes, 1984 and 1987.
• Improper use of airline ticket.
• A student-host have $ 15 to proswet.
• Booster contact/contact timeable violation.
• Sweatshirt, T-shirt provided for
srospect by a Bengal Babe, 1987.
• Transportation, meal provided
"or prospect during football camp,
1986.

• Coaches gave free meals, transportation to recruits, 1987.
• Transportation provided for prospects at summer football camp, 1987.
• Coaches made 11 improper recruiting contacts.
• Two recruits were contacted mon
than three times, 1985-86.
• A player-host bought a $6 hat for i
recruit/improper transportation, 198788.
• A player received more financia
aid than allowable, 1988.
• A coach gave $20 to a player-host
1987.

released.
In the letter Berst stated, "Based
upon a review of the available information, it appears reasonable to
expect that the NCAA Committee
on Infractions will find violations
of NCAA legislation concerning
these matters." The University has
until March 12 to send its response
to the allegations to the Committee
on Infractions. Clemson must conduct its own investigation concerning the allegations and can prove
the allegations false if it produces
solid evidence.

recruiting contacts and extended
visits by recruits. No names of
coaches, recruits or others involved
in the alleged violations have been
The infractions committee includes Mr. Roy Kramer, athletic
director of Vanderbilt University;
Mr. John E. Nowak, a law professor from the University of Illinois;
Miss Patricia O'Hara, a law professor from Notre Dame; Ms. Beverly
Ledbetter, vice-president of Brown
University; Mr. Milton R. Schroeder, a law professor from Arizona
State; Mr. Alan Williams, a history

Kevin Taylor/head photographera

Danny Ford coached his last game at the Gator Bowl, however
his program still faces 14 alleagions by the NCAA.
professor from UVa. and Mr. Berst.
The committee will review the
information during its April 20-22
meeting and decide on what penalties, if any, Clemson must face.

According to reports from the
Anderson Independent-Mail ,
Clemson football coaches told recruits that they were not worried

see Recruits, page 23

Ford deserved more support than hegotfrom University, assistants

rr

Danny Ford was known as a coach that
delegated responsibility to his assistants,
and ultimately it landed him with nowhere
to turn for help.
Ford's staff gathered outside his office
on Thursday morning, trying to make sense
of a situation that seemed out of the question a month earlier.
Ford told his team and recruits that he
would have to be fired to leave Clemson,
despite reports during the week of the
Mazda Gator Bowl that the game against
West Virginia would be the last one he
would coach at Clemson.
"Coach Ford's not a quitter," said center Hank Phillips after the Gator Bowl.
"He's never quit on us, and he said he's not
going to quit now."
The matter was settled and the morning
after the game, Ford sat at his hotel discussing recruiting, openly wondering how he
was going to replace the 30 or so seniors
that would leave after next season. Despite

TRAILING
THE
TIGER
TOMMY HOOD
sports editor
the allegations that were mounting up against
Ford and his program, nothing gave the indication that he would leave Clemson.
However, defending the second set of
illegal recruiting allegations that Ford's program has had to face in his career had obviously become too much as of Wednesday.
However, considering the number of incidents that Ford had withstood during his
career, one wonders why these allegation,
which had been called minor by Ford's staff,
was the final blow.
Ford's program has not projected an image that has not been received well across the

country or even within the University. Sports
Illustrated last fall said the program has "an
outlaw tarnish," which many connect to the
three-year probation Clemson served from
1982-84.
Ford called it "one of my saddest moments at Clemson" last spring when the University announced plans to spend $2.5 million dollars on an academic learning center
instead of a new athletic dorm. Ford received
sharp criticism for that remark and has always had to answer for his players, which
annually are involved in controversy off the
field.
Athletic Director Bobby Robinson said
that he felt it was in the University's best
interest to agree to a fair settlement with
Ford, indicating that there were differences
between the two. However, he had the respect of people who knew him, and those
connected with the program felt that Ford
developed his players as people.
"I was always impressed with him in my

dealings with him by his desire for the football players to be good students and I
thought highly of him for that," said Ryan
Amacher, Dean of the School of Commerce and Industry. "I've talked to him
about students and have met on occasions
with parents of student athletes and was
always impressed that coach Ford wanted
his student athletes to do well."
He certainly had the respect of students,
who appreciated his candor as much as the
way his teams won football games.
However, when it came down to it, Ford
didn't have as much control over his program as he needed or as the job required.
He never wore headphones on the sideline,
and called himself more of a "cheerleader"
than a coach on gamedays, letting his assistants handle the game. Ford, who said one
of the first lessons he learned as a head
coach was how to delegate power, will

see Trailing, page 22

Ford's Florida vacation a winner
by Tommy Hood
sports editor

David Chamberlain/senior staff photographer

Clemson linebasker Wayne Simmons stops a West Virginia
runner in the Tigers' 27-7 win in the Gator Bowl.

JACKSONVILLE, FLA.—
Danny Ford's last game as head
coach of the football team was a
performance for thefilm library.
Danny's Florida Vacation,
which details Clemson's 27-7 win
in the Gator Bowl is coming and included are highlights of previous
flicks such as Watch Out Joe, The
Flood Is Coming and Barry's Last
Stand. Critics are calling Danny's
Vacation Ford's best effort thus far,
except for Moon Over Miami.
Here are a few highlights we've
brought along so if someone could
get the lights.
This first scene is West
Virginia's Major Harris demanding a recount of the Heisman Trophy ballots. Harris is a little high on
the self appreciation, but the
Clemson defense has a cure for that
later in our show.
Along side Harris are the NFL
scouts, wondering if Harris will
announce that he is going to turn
pro after this season. Clemson defensive tackle Chester McGlocton
has an answer for that.
In this next scene we see Ford
out in the middle of the Atlantic
Ocean deep sea fishing while his
team is on land practicing. Danny is

6-0 now on Florida vacations, so he
must know a little more about this
than...
Don Nehlen, who we see in this
next scene being yelled at by WVU
alumni, WVU reporters, WVU fans
and basically anybody else who
thinks Nehlen has turned West Virginia into a one-man team. Nehlen
had very little time to vacation in
Florida, arriving a week later than
Clemson and the leaving with a
loss. Nehlen is 0-2 on Florida Vacations.
This next scene is Danny leaving the Sawgrass resort where the
team stayed. Where Danny will
coach his next game, only NBC's
"Insiders" know, but Ford will tell
you one thing: "I'll enjoy my ride
home a lot more than West Virginia
will."
The rest of the movie is left for
your and Danny's viewing enjoyment at IPTA Y meetings this spring.
"We wanted to win this one real
bad," said Ford the morning after
the game and just a few hours after
he watched a replay of the game.
"We thought we were better conditioned than they were."
So when the Mountaineers went
up 7-0 on what amounted to a 116yard drive, Ford wasn't worried.
West Virginia had started on their
own four-yard line and survived

several penalties to score on a 12yard pass from quarterback Major
Harris to wide receiver James Jett
with 6:12 left in the first quarter.
"I was telling them not to lose
their composure, and at the time I
thought that if we could go into the
second half down 14-0 that we could
get to them in the fourth quarter,"
Ford said.
The Tigers did just that, scoring
17 points in the fourth quarter. But,
the Mountaineers never threatened
on offense after the first drive, and
Harris's mom even threatened to
pull her son off the field due to the
lack of support he was receiving
from West Virginia'soffensive line.
Harris fumbled four times and
was intercepted once as he gained
only 17 yards on the ground. "Their
entire secondary was quick," he
said after the game that may force
him to stay in college another year
before turning pro. "They beat us at
every position. They're the best defense we've played all year
"Right now I'm thinking about
coming back. Maybe I won't want
to go to another bawl because I
keep on getting hurt."
Harris was injured early in his
team's game with Notre Dame for
the national championship last sea-

see Football, page 24
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IBM
announces
an enhancement
to the PS/2.
A high-speed
loan.
If you're like most students, you're often running on empty when it
comes to ready cash. That's why we've come up with the IBM PS/2®
Loan for Learning. It's easy. It's fast. And it's affordable.
Interest rates are substantially lower than those of most consumer
loans. Just 1.5% above the Prime Rate (as published in The Wall
Street Journal).
Qualified students (or their parents), faculty and staff1" can borrow from $1,500 to
$8,000 for the purchase of an IBM Personal System/2 .®*
The one-page application makes it as easy as applying for
a credit card.
Pay for your PS/2 in easy bites. Take five years to repay.
Choose from two payment plans: Standard (fixed) or
Graduated. Under the Graduated plan, you pay as little as
$33.32 a month** for a PS/2 Model 30 286 preloaded
with software.
Here's the smart way to get the money you need, for
the PS/2 you need. Visit your campus outlet for an
application or call the Nellie Mae Loan Hotline at
1 (800) 634-9308.

Call THE MICRO CENTER at 656-3714 for Details!
Located in Poole Computer Center
tThe loan offer is available only to qualified students, faculty and staff who purchase IBM PS/2's through participating campus outlets.
'Applicants must have a combined minimum annual income of $20,000 to be eligible.
"The monthly payment is based upon 100% financing repaid in 60 monthly installments based on the chart below and includes the
1% guarantee fee. The interest rate is variable, subject to change each month.
Amount
Months
Months
Months
Financed
1-12
13-36
37-60
APR
$2,322.22
$33.32
$42.90
$76.68
12.37%
®IBM, PS/2 and Personal System/2 are registered trademarks of International Business Machines Corporation. ©IBM Corp. 1989

:®
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Football
from page 21

*- CLEMSON

son and sat with icepacks on both
elbows after the Gator Bowl.
"We just didn't play well enough
tonight," he said. "They had a great
scheme for us."
Fullback Wesley McFadden
concluded a 17-play, 80-yard drive
with a one-yard run that put Clemson
up 10-7 with 2:54 left in the first
half. The Tigers rushed for all but
15 yards on the drive with quarterback Chris Morocco rushing for 28
yards.
Morocco had a nifty 15-yard run
off an option keeper an fourth-andone on the West Virginia 17-yard
line that kept the drive alive. From
there Morocco gave the hall to
McFadden three times before he
got in.
"We really didn't feel that a 10-7
lead was safe," said Ford, as Morocco converted a fourth down play
on the Tigers next touchdown drive.
The drive started on the West
Virginia 47-yard line after Harris
fumbled when trying to scramble.
The Tigers ran the option down to
the 13-yard line, where Morocco
kept for two yard run on fourthand-one.
On the next play, Joe Henderson
took the pitch and raced toward the
right corner of the endzone and
dove across the goaline with four
West Virginia players around him,
putting the Tigers up 17-7 with
11:43 left in the game.
On the Tigers' next drive, Chris
Gardocki, who averaged 46 yards a
punt, pinned West Virginia on their
own nine-yard line. After a run and
a pass for no gain, Harris dropped
into his own endzone to pass and
was hit by Chester McGlocton, who
caused Harris to fumble.

LOYALTY FUND

The names of two of our
sponsers were inadvertently
omitted for our ad in the
December 1 issue of The Tiger.
The Clemson Student Phonathoners wish to express their
appreciation to
• Domino's Pizza
• Los Hermanos
David Chamberlain/senior staff photographer

for their support.

Clemson linbacker Levon Kirkland accepts the Most Valuable
Player trophy in the Mazda Gator Bowl.

Clemson Student
Special

McGlockton recovered the ball
for a touchdown to put the game
away as the Tigers went up 24-7
with 8:08 left. Gardocki added a
fieldgoal to make the final 27-7 and
add another year to Major Harris's
collegiate career, much to the chagrin of his mom.

J
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Trailing
from page 21
have some time to think about
whether or not he made mistakes delegating that power.
Ford can relax and not have
to worry about what 100 football players are up to and spend
some time fishing. He says that
he will use the six season tickets that the athletic department
is giving him, and it wouldn't
be surprising to find Ford coaching again in the near future.
The settlement is a rich one,
and Clemson has assured him
that he will be financially secure for the next five years.
There is no question that the
football program would not be
where it is today without Ford.
Thechallenge forthe nextcoach
will be to keep the program at
the level that it is at while not
compromising the integrity of
the school.
Whether or not Ford or his
assistants were involved in actions that would damage the
integrity of the school remains
to be seen. However, Ford obviously was not going to get the
full support of the University
while fighting the NCAA.
University President Max
Lennon says his priority is to
"act in the best interest of the
university." With that, he accepted Ford's resignation.
However, the man who led
Clemson football to its first national championship, deserved
the support of the University
and its administration.

Attention Tigers! Subscribe today to your most
complete source for Clemson news!
Kick off the new school year with sports coverage
second to none as well as world, national, state and

local news — plus TV lisitings and features — all
delivered right to your dorm or apartment address at a
special student rate!! Plus, good service is guaranteed
or your money back.

Yes! Sign me up for The News at the special student rates! My check for $

Winter/Spring 1990
(Jan. - May 5)
D 7 days/wk $17.00
□ Mon. - Fri. $8.00
□ Sat./Sun. $10.00

Name
Delivery Address
City

Zip

Phone
□ Check enclosed • Amount $.
D Mastercard/VISA #
Signature
* * ALL ORDERS MOST BE PAD IN ADVANCE * *
* Delivery dates coincide with university academic schedule.
Not valid with any other offer.
Mail to: The Greenville News-Piedmont
Circulation Sales
P.O. Box 1688
Greenville, SC 29602

is enclosed.

School track records set
in Florida Invitational
by Steve McCord
staff writer
Last Sunday members of the
Clemson track team traveled to
compete in the Florida Gator Invitational. Some impressive performances were recorded considering that this was the first indoor
track meet of the season.
Men's Head Coach Bob Pollock did not attend the meet but he
commented that "we basically
took down a skeleton group of 16
male athletes. In fact, we only
took down two distance runners.
That's because the distance runners wouldn't get a lot of training
in if we raced them every weekend."
The meet was highlighted by
some excellent Clemson performances. For the men, sophomore
Mike Neary finished first in the
35-pound weight throw and sophomore Nannette Hollaway set
a new Clemson record of 40'0" in
the women's triple jump, while
finishing third overall.
Freshman James Trapp, who
is also a member of the varsity
football team, showed some potential Sunday as he was the first
collegiate finisher in the 200 meters with a time of 21.77, third
fastest in Clemson history. Then
he teamed with Dennis Hines,
Dion Wafford and Andrew
Beacher to finish 2nd in the 4x400
relay. Trapp also placed 6th in the
55 meter dash. Trapp's performance is noteworthy since he has
only been practicing with the track
team for one week.

SANE
TMJA

In the distance events senior
Larry Clark, an All-Conference
cross country runner, won the
3000-meter run with a time of
8:16.97, a full nine seconds faster
than his best performance last season. And junior David Whittman
was the first collegiate finisher in
the mile run (2nd overall) with a
time of 4:07.85 which is only three
seconds off the school record.
Other top performers for the
men's squad included Jeff Fields'
finishing third in the pole vault
(15*0"), Andrew Beacher's thirdplace finish in the 800 meters
(1:53.73), and Frank Holland's
sixth-place finish in the triple jump
(47'8").
"As a whole they did exceptionally well," said Pollock.
"Looking at what we did last year
in comparison to this year, as far
as an improvement, we probably
had a much better showing. This
year we are off to a better start
than last year. But, of course, there
is room for improvement."
The women performed especially well in the field events as
Angela Dolby, Jeannie Burris and
Patricia Cuffee placed second,
third and sixth, respectively, in
the discus throw. Those three also
all finished in the top six overall in
the shot put event. Junior Lisa
Parak placed second in the javelin
throw with a 140'2-l/2" mark to
lead the Tigers.
In the sprint events the Lady
Tigers also competed well as Angel Fletwood finished 4th in the
400 meters in 56.51 and Lisa Dillard placed 6th in the 55 meter

DO YOU

SAFE
CAMPUS

TJMi

Stay alert and tuned in to your surroundings?
Communicate the message that you're calm, confident
and know where you're going?
Stick to well-lighted, busy streets?
Walk or jog with a companion, whenever possible?
Keep your car locked at all times?
Avoid flashing cash or valuables?
Have your key in hand as you approach your car,
dorm, or apartment?
Know whom to call if there's a problem in your
neighborhood?
YES to all? Congrats! 100%!
IF YOU SPOT A CRIME THREAT OR NEED HELP, CALL THE POLICE.
■fijr , TAKE* BITE OUT Or
if^r,

V. CRIME
This message Irom iSe Nalionol Crime Prevention Council
mode possible by a generous granl from MasterCard Internaiionol

(Q.) Interested in becoming a
buyer or store manager
with a major retailer?
(A.) Join Peebles
Department
Stores9 Executive
Training Program.
Training Program Offers:
• Starting Salary: $18,000 - $19,400
(based on experience)
• Associate Discounts on Purchases
• Paid Life Insurance
• Paid Hospitalization and Dental Insurance
• Paid Sick Leave
• Paid Vacations & Holidays
• Career Advancement Potential
• Retirement Benefits
• Tuition Assistance

from page 21

Lady Tiger
basketball vs.
N.C State
tomorrow
night at 7:00
p.m.
Support the
Lady Tigers
andcoachJim
Davis

TEST YOUR STREET SENSE

CAMPUS

Recruits
about the allegations and that most
of them could be proven false.
Terry Wilburn, a quarterback from
Spartanburg's Dorman High School
who visited the campus last weekend, told the Independent-Mail the
Tiger coaches "came out straight
and told us what was going on.
They explained the situation and
said they could prove 90 to 95 percent of (the allegations) weren't
true."
According to the IndependentMail, the coaches told Malcolm
Marshall, a recruit from North Carolina, that they expected the stiffest
penalty the NCAA would hand
Clemson would be only one year of
probation. Marshall said he was
told that the program would not
receive the "death penalty."
Marshall also mentioned that
Tiger head coach Danny Ford intends to stay with the Clemson program. "He (Ford) said...the only
way he'd get away from Clemson is
if they fired him," Marshall said.
Mike Gundy, another visiting
recruit, told the Independent-Mail
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that the Clemson coaches were confident about defending the program
against the allegations. "They're
really not concerned about it,"
Gundy said of the coaches. "They
may get out of it, but if something
happens, they think it'll be little."
All of the visiting recruits were
shown a version of the NCAA's
report that listed all of the violations, but no names. A recruit from
Tupelo, Miss., Stacy Wilson, looked
over the report and did not think the
allegations were "a big deal. I don't
see a car or anything," Wilson told
the Independent-Mail. "For $ 15 or
a sweatshirt, I don't see them too
much in trouble."

Xeebles Department Stores can offer you
these benefits and more. A growing company with 49 stores in Virginia, Maryland,
Delaware, North & South Carolina, Tennessee and Kentucky. Candidates must
have a sincere desire to learn retail
management and possess excellent peopie skills.

Like all good things, we are not for
< everyone. But if you are ready to become
i buyer or store manager and are willing
1 to work hard, we have a training program
< designed to help you reach your goal. You
i must be willing to relocate periodically
< iuring training. A four year college degree
j s strongly preferred.

Mail resume to:
Peebles Inc.
Tim Mover
Asst. Dir., Human Resources
One Peebles Street
South Hill, VA 23970-5001

TOGETHER FOR A

SAI=IS

Interviews will be
Held at Your
Career Placement
Office on

Or, come by and interview with us
when we visit your campus.

CAMPUS

February 9, 1990
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An Equal Opportun ity
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Typeright
Four Ruben Square
Papers
Forms
Resumes
CIFs
Letters
Laser Printing
653-7901 .
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New Initiates of
Kappa Alpha Theta Pledge
Class 1989

We love you!
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Lady Tigers upset Maryland fortenth win
by Eric Lyons
staff writer
The 1989-90 edition of Clemson
Women's Basketball returned no starters from last year's 20-11 team. But
after watching the team soundly defeat#l 5 ranked Maryland 72-60Tuesday in Littlejohn, you would probably think they were all seasoned veterans.
"I hesitate to say we came of age
[in the Maryland game.] Teams can
peak and then fall so easily," said
Head Coach Jim Davis. "But I think
the team has found out the effort
needed at this level, and is playing
very well."
Clemson jumped out to a 9-5 advantage early in the contest, but then
the Terrapins went on a 25-8 run to
take a 30-17 advantage with 6:05 left
in the first half. Maryland senior
Christy Winters paced the Terrapins
with 14 points during the run.
Coach Cliff Ellis called time and
changed the defensive strategy. "We
tried to trap and press Maryland early
because of their younger guards
[sophomore Terri Bradley and freshman Estelle Christy.] It obviously
wasn't working, so we decided to
change the defense from 94 feet to a
half-court."
That worked. Clemson held Maryland to just 3 points in the remaining
6:05 of the half to close to within two
at the buzzer, 33-31, and then held the
Terrapins to just 6 points in the first
10 minutes of the second half to build
a 50-39 lead.
Maryland battled back to close the
deficit to one, 52-51, but would never
regain the lead. The Tigers would
rebuild the lead to 64-56 with 1:30 to
go, and Maryland (10-5, 2-3 ACC)
was forced to foul the rest of the
game. Unfortunately for the Terrapins, they had to foul freshman Kerry
Boyatt who hit both ends of 3 one-
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With Herff Jones
Graduation
Announcements.

David Chamberlain/senior staff photographer

Players Imani Wilson, Lisa Brown, Kim Stephens and
Courtney Johnson celebrate the Lady Tigers' win over
Maryland along with assistant coach Cheryl Nix.
and-ones to ice the victory for
Clemson, now 10-3 overall and a
perfect 2-0 in the ACC.
Clemson's leading scorer
Kerry Boyatt led the Tigers with
24 points, and was an excellent
13 of 15 from the charity stripe.
Freshman Shandy Bryan chipped
in 15 andjunior Peggy Sells added
11 for Clemson. Junior center
Jackie Farmer had 3 blocked
shots. Christy Winters led Maryland with 23 points.

The Lady Tigers will face another nationally ranked ACC opponent on Saturday night as they face
#12 N. C. State in the first game of a
double-header at Littlejohn.
"Andrea Stinson of N. C. State
had been called by many people the
female answer to Michael Jordan,"
says Coach Davis. "Wedon'thave
an athlete that compares to her."
Stinson currently leads the ACC in
scoring, pumping in 23.6 per contest.

If you smoke 1Q000 cigarettes ayear,
giving up 20 won't kill you.

May Graduates
Order your Graduation Announcements and Accessories
January 29-February 9
Clemson University Bookstore
Payment in full required
||
Tell the world you made it;
^m HERFF JONES
send graduation announcements
*^

MAJOR IN CAREER
SUCCESS THROUGH
AIR FORCE ROTC.

^^M ^L^^Kl
Whether you're majoring
^t'V
W
in a highly specialized area or
^^J|
^^^
seeking a broader liberal arts educa^^L^^^^
tion, you can build a higher level of total
•^^
career potential: Join Air Force ROTC.
That one step distinguishes you above all others
in your field. It shows that you're serious about cultivating greater long-term opportunities. It gives you the
chance to develop leadership skills that will serve
throughout your life. Call
CAPT SANDRA SEVERANCE

656-3254

In fact, it might save your life. All you have to do is join
Millions of other Americans and give up smoking for a day.
Because if you can quit for a day, you can quit for life.

Leadership Excellence Starts Here

For more information, call 1-800-ACS-2345.

The Great American Smokeout, November 16.
AMERICAN
V/CANCER
f SOCIETY

BEEFUP
YOUR SALAD
FORQILYSW
i=.

,«»

?
x

GYM
For a limited lime only, wlien you order Shoncy's famous all you-< are-to-cat
Soup. Salad and Fruil liar at the regular price, you can gel one of Shoncy's sizzling, charbroiled hamburgers for S9C. That's one Shoncy's deal I hat can build
up your appetite and still leave you with a trim lunch budget (Available
Monday through Friday, 11 a.m.-3 p.m.)

5H0NEYS
FORLUNCH

• 1152 Tiger Blvd
Clemson
• 1709 Hwy 123 Bypass
Easley
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Tigers run record to 13-3 with easy wins
over Wake Forest, Western Carolina
by David Thomas
staff writer
The Duo of Doom - no four
words can more accurately describe
the inside power game that features
monster-men, Elden Campbell and
Dale Davis, and no stronger reason
can be given forClemson's impressive 13-3 men's basketball record.
With both players measuring at six
feet, eleven inches, no opponent
has been able to control the inside
game against the Tigers.
One of Campbell's better performances of the year came during
the match up with N.C. State.
Campbell totaled 29 points, 12 rebounds, and five blocked shots.
Clemson as a team controlled the
board through out the game, but
key turnovers late in the ball game
cost the Tigers the win, 77-79.
Davis, on the other hand, recorded one of his best games against
ACC opponent Wake Forest. Davis
pulled down 14 rebounds and tallied 20 points to lead the Tigers to
victory, 76-57.
And when the Duo of Doom
seems to stall and struggle, head
coach Cliff Ellis relies on his outside shooting game led by David
Young, Kirkland Howling and
Shawn Lastinger.

Wrestling team
pounds Virginia

Young was four for six from the
three point line against N.C. State
and three for seven from three point
range verse Maryland. Young also
nailed two clutch free throws with
36 seconds to play in the game to
secure Clemson's win over Maryland, 82-77.
Kirkland Howling's spectacular
show from three point range came
against UNC-Asheville when
Howling came off the bench in the
first half to hit four three pointers
out of five attempts to lead
Clemson's offensive scoring attack.
Freshman guard Shawn Lastinger has come off the bench this
season to add strength and depth to
Clemson' s game plan.
"[Shawn LastingerJ can really
shoot it from the outside and at the
foul line. We need to be a better
free throw shooting team, and he
can certainly help us there," remarked Ellis.
Clemson's power game inside
and outside bombers are both complimented by a fast-break offense
run by Marion Cash and Derrick
Forrest. Ellis also relies on strong
reserve talent from Sean Tyson,
Ricky Jones and Wayne Buckingham.
With all this ability it comes as
no surprise that Clemson is pres-

ently ranked second in the ACC,
but the Tigers will face their biggest challenge next Thursday at
home as they host the 11-1 Georgia
Tech Yellow Jackets.
On Wednesday night, the Tigers
defeated Western Carolina 97-61,
as they got a big boost from the
crowd. With the Tigers leading 5448 with 13:22 left it the game, Cliff
Ellis looked to the crowd for help.
An emotionally-charged team
then went on a 20-0 run that put the
game away. Sean Tyson, who finished with 16 points, had six points
during the run. Dale Davis finished
with 15 points and had five points
during the run, while Elden
Campbell led the team with 19
points and eight rebounds.
"My hat's off to Western Carolina," said Ellis. "I sure would like
to have a couple of their players.
Western Carolina came in here to
play and they ahve some athletes on
their team. They came in there to
play and came in loose and excited
about playing our Clemson team."
Ellis credited the win to the students, who came alive midway
through the final period.
"I just thought that we were not
very excited about playing there for
a while," he said. "When we finally
got it going, we went on a run.""

RESERVE

David Chamberlain/senior staff photographer

Center Elden Campbell rejects a shot by Wake Forest'sPhil
Medlin in last Saturday's win overthe Demon Deacons.

OFFICERS'

TRAINING

CORPS

staff reports
Nebraska defeated the Tiger
wrestling team last Saturday
night 34-10 after being down 70 early in the match.
The Tigers defeated Nebraska in the 118 and 126-pound
classifications against the 18thranked Comhuskers. However,
Nebraska pulled away from the
Tigers by registering three pins
and two technical falls.
"Obviously Nebraska is
ranked fourth in the country,
and deservingly so," said coach
Eddie Griffin. "But I was very
disappointed with some of the
effort from some of our guys.
We have guys that have been
wrestling for a long time that
make mistakes that you don't
make."
The team fell to 6-2 with the
loss, but bounced back to defeat
Virginia 40-4 the next day.
Donnie Heckel, who has an
overall record of 17-1, won by
forfeit to lead the Tigers to the
win.
This week's basketball on television:
Saturday, Jan. 20
Duke at Wake Forest 12:30 p.m.
ESPN
UNC at NC State 2:30p.m. NBC
Sunday, Jan. 21
Georgia Tech at Virginia 2:30 p.m.
ESPN
LSU at Alabama 5:00p.m. ESPN
Monday, Jan. 22
Georgetown at Villanova 7:30 p.m.
ESPN
Wake Forest at UNC 8:00 p.m. JP
Minnesota at Wisconsin 9:30 p.m.
ESPN
UNLV at Long Beach St. 12 midnight ESPN
Tuesday. Jan. 23
Rutgers at Missouri 7:30p.m. ESPN
Alabama at Tennessee 9:30 p.m.
ESPN
Wednesday, Jan. 24
St. John's at Providence 7:00 p.m.
ESPN
N.C. State at Duke 9:00 p.m. ESPN
Thursday, Jan. 25
Texas at Arkansas 7:30p.m. ESPN
Georgia Tech at Clemson 9:00 p.m.
JP
low a ai Minnesota9:30p.m. ESPN

"MY ARMY R0TC SCHOLARSHIP
PUT ME IN THE HOSPITAL LAST SUMMER/'
"I did things I had never done before." That's how Janine
Hagan of Indiana University of Pennsylvania, described
her Army ROTC Nursing Summer Training Program.
"I drew blood, started IV's, gave injections, passed
medication and carried out doctors' orders."
Hundreds of nursing students gain experience and
financial support with an Army ROTC scholarship
YOU CAN, TOO. CONTACT:

ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.

To find out more call Capt. Ben Ivey at 656-3107
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Johnson adjusts to new role
by Michael Dennis
staff writer

i

How would you like to be a star
— a really big star. Sounds great
doesn't it.
Now imagine moving on and
you' re no longer the star. You might
say it doesn't happen, but it does.
Courtney Johnson was a star, a really big star while she played at
Irmo High School. She was three
time selected to the All-State team,
four times to the All-Region team,
four times to the All-Area team,
and three times MVP of her team.
Now Courtney is a star among
the galaxy of college basketball
stars. In her final year in high school,
Courtney averaged 20.1 points a
game. Last year she averaged four
points a game while playing in thirty
games. What a difference a year
can make.
This year Courtney has improved, not only in the scoring part
of the game, but also in the leadership area. Even though she scored
twenty-two points against College
of Charleston, Courtney still says
that' s not her biggest improvement.
"I'm just more sure of myself and I
know I'm more confident," Johnson
stated.
Johnson started playing basketball in the sixth grade, when her
father bought her a basketball goal
for Christmas.
"I just decided to start playing. It
wasn't like anybody in my family
played. It was something I just decided to do since he (her father)
bought me the goal," Johnson stated.
Courtney found out early that
she was going to have the chance to
play college basketball. In fact, it
was as early as her sophomore year

player profile
in high school. As for coming to
Clemson, Courtney decided on that
early too.
"I had always been a Clemson
fan and I had always liked Clemson.
If I hadn't have played basketball, I
probably would have come here
anyway," Johnson stated.
Courtney added, "It suited me
perfect and I really just got lucky
because I liked the school, I had
always wanted to come here, and
the basketball situation was great
forme too.
Last year's team went to the
Final 16 in the NCAA Tournament
behind five seniors. This year's team
has only one senior and has had to
turn to many young players for leadership. Still, Courtney thinks the
team can make it back to the NCAA
Tournament this year.
"We've struggled a little bit.
Every game is like a new test," said
Johnson.
"We've had some up and down
times, but every game we've
improved,"added Courtney.
Even though Courtney is only a
sophomore, that has not stopped
her from looking toward the future.
The marketing student hopes to open

her own business when she gets out
of school, even though she doesn't
know what type.
"My dad is part-owner of a business and they're (her parents) getting more into running their own
show and that seems to appeal to
me," Courtney said about her future plans.
Courtney is not the only one
interested in her future. Coach Jim
Davis is also interested in her future, especially her immediate future.
"Courtney is probably our best
overall defensive player and is certainly one of our better athletes, "
Coach Davis stated.
As for Courtney's future, Coach
Davis said, "We are trying to stress
that she become a little more irti
volved in rebounding." Davis said
he would also like to see Courtney
improve her ball handling abilities
so she can become even more involved in the offensive part of the
game.
Courtney will continue to make
a substantial contribution to the
Lady Tiger Basketball Team and
she can only get better with more
playing time and age. So if you
want to see some rising stars, be
sure to catch Courtney Johnson and
all of her teammates at the next
Lady Tigers game.

David Chamberlain/senior staff photographer

Courtney Johnson looks to drive inside during the Lady
Tigers' upset win over Maryland on Tuesday.

^WhenlcallMom,
she either wants
to talk art or football.
Usually football?'

Tennis team
opens season
from Sports Information
The men's tennis team won
over South Florida 7-2, but lost
to Indiana 5-4 in the Tennessee
Volunteer Winter Classic at Knoxville, TN on Sunday.
These were the first two
matches of the season for the Tigers, who now have a 1-1 record.
Indiana won five of the six
singles matches in defeating
Clemson 5-4 late Saturday night.
The match lasted until 1:00 a.m.
In this contest, Clemson's
George Lampert was the only
winner in singles play as he defeated David Held at number
six singles. The tigers won all
three doubles matches.
On Sunday night, Clemson
won over South Florida 7-2.
Clemson's Owen Casey won
over Jose Campos as number
one singles 2-6, 6-1 and 6-2 as
he was one of four Clemson
players victorious in singles
play, the Tigers won all three
doubles matches.
Clemson will play host to the
Clemson winter Classic on January 19-21 in the Tigers' next
action.

Go ahead, call her up and let
her know the score.
A 10-minute coast-to-coast call,
dialed direct anytime, any dav with
AT&T, costs less than $3.00* And
with fast connections and immediate credit for wrong numbers, how
can you miss?
rbr more information on
AT&T Long Distance Sendee, and
products like the AT&T Card, call
1 800 525-7955, Ext. 100.
*Add applicable taxes and surcharges.

Clemson vs.
Georgia Tech
Thursday
night at 9:00
p.m. at
Littlejohn
Colesium

AT&T
The right choice.

Campus
announcements
A meeting of Engineering
Students, who are interested in the
1990 Summer Engineering Study
Abroad program, will be held 7:00
p.m. Thursday, Jan. 25, in 116
Freeman Hall. The summer abroad
program will include two threecredit hour courses at the University
of Bristol (near London), during
the time period of Clemson's second
summer session. One course in
"Computer Aided Engineering" will
carry Clemson University credit for
E&CE 460. The other course,
"History of Engineering", will carry
credit for HIST 321 at Clemson.
(The computer course does not
require programming expertise,
since it involves working with
packaged design programs.) Two
weeks of independent travel are also
included. For further information,
attend the meeting, contact Dr.
James A. Chisman in 112 Freeman
Hall, or call 656-4718. Engineering
students who will be juniors or
seniors after the spring semester,
and who have a 2.5 GPR or better
are eligible to participate.
Rape Crisis Council: Trained
volunteer staff on campus can offer
victims of sexual assault peer
support, information and referral.
Call collect 878-7268 24 hours a
day. We can help!!
Adult Children of Alcoholics
(ACOA) meets Tuesday evenings
at 7:00 p.m. at the Holy Episcopal
Church in Clemson.
East Germany-Oberammergau
Passion Play Package, Summer
1990—German teachers and East
German watchers only, June 17-24,
1990. Approx imate cost for the East
German trip, excluding airfare is
$500.00. This includes food,
concerts, ground transportation, and
lodging, plus one day and night in
Prague. It also provides for an
overnight stay in Herleshausen,
West Germany, prior to the border
crossing. The language requirement
will be waived. A limited number
of openings are available for the
ten-day tour of East Germany with
one day in Prague, followed by the
Oberammergau Passion Play,
Sunday, June 24. Tickets for the
Passion Play, presented only every
10 years, including lodging and
three meals, are approximately
$ 150.00. Contact Prof. E.P. Arnold,
515 Strode Tower, Phone: (803)
656-3411 or 2626; 639-6235
(home).
PREPHYSICAL THERAPY
SOPHOMORES: There will be a
meeting on Monday, Jan. 22 in 120
Kinard at 7:00 p.m. to discuss
interviews.
PREPHARMACY
SOPHOMORES: There will be a
meeting on Tuesday, Jan. 23 in 120
Kinard at 7:00 p.m. to discuss
interviews.
The Honor Society of Phi Kappa
Phi announces competition for its
annual National Fellowship
Program. Fifty fellowships in the
amount of $7,000 will be awarded
for full-time, first year graduate or
professional study. Approximately
50 fellowships will be awarded
nationally with an additional 30
Honorable Mention Awards worth
$500. Applicants for a Phi Kappa
Phi Fellowship must be a member
of Phi Kappa Phi and plan to enroll
in a graduate program or
professional study program during
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Bulletin

or COD. 252-4656. Columbia SC.

the 1990-91 academic year. The
Clemson University Phi Kappa Phi
Chapter is limited to one nominee
for the national competition. This
nominee will be selected from those
submitting an application to the
local Scholarship Committee by the
deadline date. Application forms
and instructions are available form
Dr. R. E. Williamson in Room 102,
McAdams Hall. The deadline for
applications is February 9, 1990.
Interested persons are advised to
begin the application process
immediately.

ATTENTION:
GOVERNMENT
SEIZED
VEHICLES from $100. Fords,
Mercedes, Corvettes, Chevys.
Surplus Buyers Guide. (602) 8388885 Ext. A7313.
Do you ski? For Sale: CB thick
ski jacket, medium size, dark gray,
like new. $35 or best offer. Call
Shannon at 654-9234.
Is it True...Jeeps for $44 through
the Government? Call for facts!
(708) 742-1142 Ext. 457.

Golden Key National Honor
Society will have a meeting on Feb.
1 at 5:00 in the Student Senate
Chambers. All members are
encouraged to attend.

BEST SPRING BREAK TRIPS!
Bahamas Cruise plus six days on/
near beach $279, six days Jamaica
$299, Cancun eight days $399!
Includes air/cruise, accommodations, some meals, PARTIES!
Spring Break Travel, Rubin Square,
653-3212.

CO-OP STUDENTS: All co-op
students having completed at least
one work period are invited to attend
a kick-off event for Clemson's
newly-formed CEO (Cooperative
Education Organization) Jan. 25 at
6:00 p.m. in the Palmetto Ballroom.
Free barbecue, refreshments, and a
live DJ. Come join the fun!!

Honda Spree scooter for sale.
Excellent condition. $350 or best
offer. Call Kathy 639-0317.

lost and found

Are you interested in the
opportunity to meet new people and
add new dimensions to your
personality through a service
organization? If so then, Angel
Flight/Silver Wings Society will be
having a rush drop-in on Monday
from 7:00 - 9:00 p.m. in the
Johnstone A-section study lounge.
For more information or if you
can't make it Monday call Jenn at
656-7866 or Trish 656-8836.

Picture of older female (4X6) w/
black folder found around Young
Hall. Call 656-8204.

miscellaneous
WANTED TO BUY: HewlettPackard calculator, 15C. No
owner's manual needed. 654-4709.

Hey Eileen, there are positions
available at "The Tiger". The staff
SGA: I hope the job hunt is going
well. You are always welcome in
Clemson. Love, Eric
D.J.—I can't believe I've fallen
for a Don Juan like you. I love you
so. P.S.
Many thanks to everyone who
sent their good luck wishes after
my house burnt down. Your
generosity is sincerely appreciated.
Debbie Sulzen - you are the greatest!

help wanted
International Education Services
invites applications for a one-year
assignment in Japan teaching
English language skills in school
settings as well as to Japanese
business people from major
corporations and government
offices. Minimum academic
requirement is a Bachelor's degree;
some work experience desirable.
Liberal Arts degree holders as well
as those with specialized degrees
(i.e. management, engineering,
pharmaceutical, securities, finance,
languages, education, etc.) are
encouraged to apply. Please submit
current resume and cover letter
accompanied by a recent photo to:
International Education Services,
Shin-Taiso Building, 10-7
Dogenzaka, 2-chome, Shibuya-ku,
Tokyo 150Japan.FaxNumber(81)03-463-7089.

BABYSITTER WANTED to
care for infant in my home in Seneca.
Four days/week. $25/day. Call 8850735 (evening) or656-3961 (days).
POST ADS ON CAMPUS. Earn
over $10 per hour in commissions
for magazine and credit card
companies.
COLLEGE
PRODUCTS (718)646-2145.7:009:00 p.m.
A FREE GIFT JUST FOR
CALLING. Plus raise up to $1,700
in only 10 days. Student groups,
frats and sororities needed for
marketing project on campus. For
details plus your FREE GIFT, group
officers call (800) 765-8472 Ext.
50.
WIN
A
HAWAIIAN
VACATION or a big screen TV
plus raise up to $1,400 in just 10
days!! Objective: Fundraiser.
Commitment: Minimal. Money:
Raise $1,400. Cost: Zero
Investment. Campus Organizations,
clubs, frats, sororities call OCMC:
(800) 932-0528/(800) 950-8472,
ext. 10.
Is your fraternity, sorority or club
interested in earning $ 1,000.00+ for
one-week, on-campus marketing
project? You must be wellorganized and hard-working. Call
Lisa G. or Myra at (800) 592-2121.

ATTENTION: EARN MONEY
READING BOOKS! $32,000/year
income potential. Details (602) 8388885. Ext. BK7313.

Your organization can earn over
$1,000.00 for a one-week effort.
No sales, no investment—just the
opportunity to divide and conquer.
Interested in learning more? Call
Lisa G. or Myra at (800) 592-2121.
ATTENTION - HIRING!
Government jobs - your area.
$17,840 - 69,845. Call (602) 8388885. Ext. R7313.

ATTENTION —
GOVERNMENT HOMES from $ 1
(U-Repair). Delinquent tax
property. Repossessions. Call (602)
838-8885 Ext. GH7313.

Success can be yours! Earn e$tra
money with a simple money making
secrets! Not a get rich quick scheme!
Simple but effective techniques
guaranteed to make money! Start
today! Rush $9.99 to: Allison
Enterprises, P.O. Box 988 Athens,
GA 30603.

for sale

personals

OVERSEAS JOBS. $900-2000/
month. Summer, year-round, all
countries, all fields. Free
information, write IJC, P.O. Box
52-SC01, Corona Del Mar CA
92625.

Futons: The perfect Christmas
gift. Futons start at $109. Students
receive 15% discount. MC, Visa,

Meet available collegians thru
College Single Gazette, Box 4291
Cola, SC 29240 - Don Boyd, USC

$$Hundreds Weekly$$ Parttime, completing MIP refund
policies. U.S. Government

housing

Program. Call (713) 292-9131. 24hour recorded message. Please have
pen ready.

Indie Record Co. seeks creative,
assertive, well-organized interns for
marketing and promotion. (516)
674-3229.

There will be a pro-Danny Ford
rally tonight at 9 p.m. on Bowman Field.
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OFF-CAMPUS STUDENTS
Would you like the possibility of living on-campus for Fall '90?
If so, please come to the main Housing Office, 200 Mell Hall to complete
an Application for University Housing/Waiting List card that will place you
on the waiting list for Fall'90.
You will be notified by mid-March if on-campus housing is available.

